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ABSTRACT
Flooding and stormwater control is a critical issue in coastal South Carolina because of
shallow water table elevation, topography and rapid urbanization in the region. A best
management practice (BMP) using low impact design (LID) principles known as a
bioretention cell (BRC) is gaining popularity for stormwater management. Five BRCs in
four landscape positions (well-drained uplands, tidal-proximal, poorly-drained-uplands,
and floodplain) were instrumented for microclimate, soil moisture, and water table
elevation for hydraulic efficiency and for water quality measurements. Three BRCs did
not have an overflow outlets, one BRC (floodplain) employed an underdrain system, and
one BRC (tidal proximal) had an overflow outlet. Temporal analysis of water table data
showed that water table elevation exhibited seasonal fluctuations at all the sites. The well
drained uplands and poorly drained uplands BRCs had a shallow water table during the
growing season and a deep water table during the dormant season. Groundwater at the
tidal proximal BRC reflected semidiurnal fluctuations in level but on a seasonal basis was
relatively static compared to the seasonal variation of groundwater at other sites. In situ
conductivity measurements of groundwater at the tidal proximal BRC, showed a spike in
conductivity between October and December 2012 after the passage of Hurricane Sandy.
The floodplain BRC water table was localized by a confining clay layer and showed little
seasonal variation, much like the poorly drained uplands BRC. However, within storm
events, groundwater variation at these two BRCs were large compared to the welldrained uplands and tidal proximal BRC. Small diurnal fluctuations in water table
elevation occurred during dry days caused by potential evapotranspiration (PET).
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A

linear regression analysis showed a significant relationship between each individual
BRC’s daily variation in soil moisture content (dry days only) and the daily PET. Soil
moisture content was monitored in three zones (surface, shallow, and deep). Soil
moisture content in the surface and shallow zones increased during the growing season
and decreased during the dormant season within the well-drained upland BRCs.
However, this trend was reversed within the poorly drained upland and floodplain BRCs.
Seasonal trends in soil moisture within the tidal proximal BRC were not measured due to
sensor malfunction. Infiltration rates measurements at every BRC exceeded published
infiltration rates for the surrounding parent material. The highest infiltration rate was at
the upland BRCs (93.7 cm/hr) where the media and parent material was predominantly
sand. The lowest infiltration rate was found at the poorly drained upland BRC (19.9
cm/hr). There was a significant relationship by linear regression between the peak
infiltration rate and peak rainfall intensity, while no significant relationships were found
between the peak infiltration rate and soil moisture content or peak infiltration rate and
water table elevation. The BRCs were sampled for water quality during storm events
along a primary stormwater path (inflow through the soil profile to the groundwater) and
secondary path (inflow to the overflow/outlet where available) for water quality and
instrumented for water table elevation and soil moisture. Samples were also collected
during non-storm days to estimate ambient nutrient concentrations in the groundwater.
Linear regressions were used to evaluate the removal (slope) and determine a calculated
ambient concentration based on the y-intercept of the regression line. Nutrients and
bacteria tested were nitrate, ammonia, total dissolved nitrogen (TDN), non-purgeable
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organic carbon (NPOC), Phosphate (PO43-), total coliform bacteria, and E. coli bacteria.
The primary pathway within all the BRCs showed removal of 87 to 98% for NO3-, with
the exception of the poorly drained uplands BRC (56-66%). The removal of NO3- along
the secondary pathway was 26-32%. The removal of ammonia along the primary
pathway within floodplain and tidally proximal BRCs was 74-96%, while at the
remaining two upland BRCs and along all the secondary stormwater pathways, ammonia
was being exported suggesting a short-circuiting along the secondary pathways. All the
BRCs showed removal of TDN (78-99%) along the primary stormwater path with the
exception of the floodplain BRC that exported TDN. The total coliform bacteria percent
removal for all the BRCs was high (89-99%) with the exception of the tidally proximal
and poorly drained upland BRCs along the primary stormwater path. All the sites had
high removals of E. coli bacteria (93-97%) along the primary stormwater pathway. There
was variability in nutrient and bacteria removal rates that appeared to be linked to
differences in landscape position, water table, and soil moisture. Multivariate linear
regressions were used to incorporate the variable hydrology of the coastal landscape to
understand how hydrology and hydraulics affect nutrient and bacteria removal at varying
depths.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Stormwater Management Challenges in Coastal Communities and Waterways
People in coastal areas of South Carolina are continually adding new residential and
commercial developments causing an increase of impervious surfaces. As population
growth and density increase, the waterways of coastal regions suffer due to the increase
in stormwater runoff volumes and the pollution that is associated with stormwater runoff.
Major problems have been identified that include flooding (Konrad, 2003; Anderson,
1970; Leopold, 1968), eutrophication, and both chemical and microbial contamination in
coastal South Carolina (Holland et al., 2004). Much of the pollution that contributes to
the water quality problems of South Carolina’s waterways occur due to surface runoff
during storm events. The state of South Carolina enacts best management practices
(BMPs) to control contaminated stormwater runoff from reaching these precious
waterways. As population growth continues, land area becomes a limited commodity
where large BMPs may not be appropriate due to size constraints.

Best Management Practices
One of the more common types of BMPs in the coastal region is retention/detention
ponds. These ponds pool stormwater in an area that either release water slowly through
an outlet structure or through infiltration to groundwater and evaporation to the
atmosphere (SCDHEC, 2007). Although these management practices convey and store a
large amount of stormwater, they are expensive, do not treat stormwater at its source
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(PD&R, 2003), and are potentially harmful since nutrients and bacteria accumulate over
time within the practice unless they are periodically removed (Hathaway et al., 2009;
Wigington et al., 1983). Lewitus et al. (2008) showed that retention/detention ponds in
coastal South Carolina have been associated with high toxicity and algal blooms.
With increasing environmental risk from retention/detention ponds, this study aims to
characterize the workings of an alternative type of low impact design (LID) BMP. The
goal of LID practices is to simulate pre-development hydrology in urban areas that high
percentages of impervious surfaces and mitigate pollutant removal (James and Dymond,
2012). A review conducted by Collins et al. (2010) suggests that alternative BMPs, such
as bioretention cells (BRC) and rain gardens, have the potential to convey stormwater and
remove pollutants and nutrients better than the conventional practices of retention and
detention ponds.

Most research that has been conducted on BRCs has been located in the piedmont regions
of the eastern United States, while minimal information is available for coastal areas. As
soil and water table conditions are different between the piedmont and coastal areas,
BRCs in coastal zones may perform uniquely in terms of hydrology, pollutant removal,
and bacteria removal. The shallow water table in the coastal regions could possibly
decrease hydraulic, nutrient, and bacteria removal efficiency. Information from 30
different BRCs have been collected in the International Stormwater BMP Database, eight
of which can be considered in a coastal region (ISBMPD, 1996).
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Bioretention Cell Hydrology
The use of bioretention cells (BRC) is a relatively new technology that was developed in
Prince Georges County, Maryland in 1990 (Blanco et al., 2008). BRCs are depressed
areas that are designed to store stormwater in the vadose zone of soil and remove
stormwater through the processes of evapotranspiration and infiltration (Dietz, 2007).
Research has shown that the volume of stormwater decreased 10-22% (DeBusk et al.,
2011), 14-18% (Passeport et al., 2000), and 7-54% (Hunt et al., 2006) between the inlet
and the outlets of a BRC as BRC tend to promote infiltration and evapotranspirative
losses. If constructed in a location where stormwater will be directed and have certain
soil and vegetative conditions, the amount of runoff entering municipal sewer systems
and retention/detention ponds would greatly decrease (Dietz, 2007). Debusk et al. (2011)
showed that BRCs tend to mimic nonurban watershed shallow interflow systems,
suggesting water moves slowly through the BRC and allowing for an increase in
groundwater recharge in urban watersheds. A study conducted by James and Dymond
(2012) using a model on a watershed scale to simulate pre-development conditions,
developed conditions, and bioretention treatment at each subwatershed in Blacksburg,
VA showed that the stormwater runoff was closer to pre-developed conditions for smaller
storms (1-year and 2-year reoccurrence intervals) and closer to developed conditions for
larger storms (25-year and 50-year reoccurrence intervals), in which overflowed
occurred. A 40% volume decrease of stormwater runoff was found in the simulation by
James and Dymond (2012). A study conducted by Davis et al. (2012) in the piedmont
regions of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and North Carolina showed that smaller storms had
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no discharge from an underdrain system or emergency overflow; discharge for larger
storms occurred with a linear relationship between the inflow and outflow. BRCs were
also found to allow infiltration during the winter months (dormant season) despite frozen
conditions in the soil (Dietz, 2007).

BRCs provide a direct link between the surface water and groundwater flow systems
through improved infiltration over a 48-hr period. The interactions between the surface
water and groundwater are caused by downward vertical movement (infiltration or
exfiltration) and lateral flow (Sohocleous, 2002) and can be defined as local,
intermediate, and regional scales (Toth, 1963). Surface water and groundwater
interactions in a BRC are considered to be locally scaled. The interaction is dependent on
the hydrologic conductivity of the parent soil and engineered media and elevation of the
nearest surface water body (Sohocleous, 2002). Sohocleous (2002) states that
groundwater mounds will form when the surface water is disconnected from the
groundwater flow system. With BRCs encouraging more surface water and groundwater
interactions through infiltration, a mound will form below the bottom of the cell.

Bioretention Cell Water Quality
The direct hydrologic link between the surface water and groundwater flow systems have
the potential to contaminate the groundwater from the stormwater runoff transporting the
pollutants. Pollutant removals had mixed results because the BRCs that were studied
were not able to remove every type of pollutant. Dietz (2007) and Hsieh and Davis
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(2005) research indicated high removal rates for TSS. A comparison of BMPs in New
Zealand showed that BRCs are more effective at removing TSS than other notable BMPs,
such as retention and detention ponds (Fassman, 2012). Designs of BRCs have
improved over time, but high variability in nutrient removal efficiencies have been
reported (Roy-Poirier et al., 2010).

Multiple studies showed that nitrogen removal rates in BRCs varied because of its
chemical form. Ammonia-nitrogen tended to be removed very effectively due to
nitrification from aerobic biological processes (Dietz, 2007; Passeport et al., 2009) however, nitrite and nitrate are not removed effectively. Nitrite and nitrate-nitrogen does
not adsorb well to soil particles and had the potential to leach through BRC (Dietz, 2007;
Hsieh and Davis, 2005; Li and Davis, 2009; Passeport et al., 2009). Other forms of
BMPs similar to BRCs such as vegetative filter strips have shown that concentrations in
the influent for different forms of nitrogen are only slightly decreased in the effluent
(Knight et al., 2013).

Phosphorus removal in BRCs are dependent on the soil media in that the amount
adsorption of influent phosphorus is contingent on the initial levels of phosphorus in the
soil media (Davis et al., 2009) The removal of phosphorus varied widely due to the
chemical properties and flow behavior of the media (Hsieh and Davis, 2005). Hsieh and
Davis 2005) found that the phosphorus had better removal when the cation exchange
capacity was high, high organic matter, and small silt and clay fractions in the media.
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Some studies, such as the study by Passeport et al. (2009), showed phosphorus happened
to be retained moderately well in the filtration media because of the media’s low Pindices and the phosphorus being particulate bound in the top soil media layer. Other
studies showed low phosphorus removal or cases of phosphorus leaching from the fill
media and mulch (Hsieh and Davis, 2005; Hunt et al., 2006; Li and Davis, 2009; Knight
et al., 2013).

Pathogenic bacteria, indicated by total coliform bacteria are a water quality concern in
coastal areas (Davis et al., 2009). Studies by Hathaway et al. (2009) and Passeport et al.
(2009) have shown that BRCs remove 85-95% of total coliform bacteria. A study
conducted in Wilmington North Carolina by Hathaway and Hunt (2012), showed the
inconsistencies of BRCs in removing indicator bacteria, with the first BRC (constructed
to a depth of 60 cm) removing >70% of bacteria and the second BRC (constructed to a
depth of 25 cm) cell exporting bacteria. Hathaway and Hunt (2012) also noticed a
seasonal variation in bacteria removal: higher removal occurred during the cooler months
of the year. The high removal of total coliform bacteria in bioretention cells are
attributed to the collection and filtration process during storm events and the exposure to
sunlight and dry conditions after storm occur (Davis et al., 2009; Passeport et al., 2009)

Evaluation of Best Management Practices
Using TSS information from the International Stormwater BMP Database, Barrett (2005)
suggested using a linear regression model to determine the efficiency of different best
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management practices. The linear regression model estimates the percent removal
through the slope of paired influent and effluent concentrations. Traditional indicators of
performance, such as percent removal may not always reflect the efficiency of the best
management practice. This can occur when the influent is relatively low or when the
effluent is unrelated to the influent. A linear regression model can be a better method to
characterize pollutant removal efficiencies of a BMP (Barrett, 2005). However, in
Barrett’s (2005) work, the influent concentration was the only independent variable tested
by linear regression. In coastal areas, other factors such as water table position or soil
moisture condition will provide additional insight when considering design objectives
and pollutant removal rates (Hunt et al., 2012). Maniquiz et al. (2010) used a multiple
linear regression model to determine the most important rainfall variables (total rainfall,
rainfall duration, and average intensity) to predict loadings and event mean
concentrations in Korea. The number of antecedent dry days showed a weak correlation
with the loadings and event mean concentrations in the Maniquiz et al. (2010) study.

Study Objectives
The overarching goal of the study is to conduct hydrologic and nutrient removal
performance evaluations of several coastal BRCs. Specific research hydrologic
objectives are to quantify the vadose zone within the BRC and saturated groundwater
response below the BRC to storm events within coastal BRCs and to compare their
performance given varying landscape positions and parent soil properties. The specific
water quality evaluation objectives are to determine the nutrient and bacteria removal
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efficiency of existing BRCs in coastal areas by linear regression modeling with influent
and effluent concentration pairings and the significance of hydrologic parameters
(shallow water table and soil moisture content) for pollutant removal with multivariable
linear regression modeling nutrient and bacteria removal.
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CHAPTER 2. HYDROLOGY
ABSTRACT
Flooding and stormwater control is a significant issue in coastal South Carolina because
of prevalent shallow water table conditions, low gradients, and rapid urbanization. A best
management practice (BMP) using low impact design (LID) principles known as a
bioretention cell (BRC) is gaining popularity for stormwater management. Five BRCs in
four landscape positions (well drained uplands, tidal proximal, poorly drained uplands,
and floodplain) were instrumented for microclimate, soil moisture and water table
elevation to determine hydraulic efficiency. Temporal analysis of water table data
showed that water table elevation exhibited seasonal fluctuations at two sites. The well
drained uplands had a shallow water table during the growing season and a deep water
table during the dormant season. Groundwater at the tidal proximal BRC reflected
semidiurnal fluctuations in level, but was relatively static on a seasonal basis compared to
the seasonal variation of groundwater at other sites. The floodplain and poorly drained
uplands BRC water tables were localized by physical attributes: a confining clay layer
and soil compaction. The BRCs showed little seasonal variation, however, within storm
groundwater variation at these two BRCs were large compared to the well-drained
uplands and tidal proximal BRC. Small diurnal fluctuations in water table elevation
occurred during dry days caused by potential evapotranspiration (PET).

A linear

regression analysis showed a significant relationship between each individual BRC’s
daily variation in soil moisture content (dry days only) and the daily PET. Soil moisture
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content was monitored in three zones (surface, shallow, and deep). Soil moisture content
in the surface and shallow zones increased during the growing season and decreased
during the dormant season within the well-drained upland BRCs. However, this trend
was reversed within the poorly drained upland and floodplain BRCs. Infiltration rates
measurements at every BRC exceeded published infiltration rates for the surrounding
parent material. The highest infiltration rate was at the upland BRCs (93.7 cm/hr) where
the media and parent material was predominantly sand. The lowest infiltration rate was
found at the poorly drained upland BRC (19.9 cm/hr). There was a significant
relationship by linear regression between the peak infiltration rate and peak rainfall
intensity, while no significant relationships were found between the peak infiltration rate
and soil moisture content or peak infiltration rate and water table elevation.

INTRODUCTION
People in coastal areas of South Carolina are continually adding new developments for
commercial and residential uses, increasing the amount of impervious surfaces. As the
impervious surfaces in an area increases, the stormwater runoff volumes and flows
increase causing a potential increase in flooding (Konrad, 2003; Anderson, 1970;
Leopold, 1968). As population growth continues, land area becomes a limited
commodity where standard best management practices (BMPs) may not be appropriate
due to the size constraints and routing of stormwater.
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One of the more common types of BMPs in the coastal region is the retention/detention
ponds. These ponds pool stormwater in a confined area and either release water slowly
through an outlet structure or through infiltration to groundwater and evaporation to the
atmosphere (SCDHEC, 2007). Although these management practices convey and store a
large amount of stormwater, they are expensive because they do not treat stormwater at
its source (PD&R, 2003). Newer low impact development (LID) practice have the
potential to treat stormwater at its source without the using a large network of stormwater
structures, pipes, and curb and gutter systems. The goal of LID practices is to simulate
pre-development hydrology in urban areas that have high percentages of impervious
surfaces (James and Dymond, 2012).

The use of bioretention cells (BRCs) is a fairly new technology that was developed in
Prince Georges County, Maryland in 1990 (Blanco et al., 2008). BRCs are depressed
areas that are designed to store stormwater in the vadose zone of soil and remove
stormwater through the processes of evapotranspiration and infiltration (Dietz, 2007).
Research has shown that the volume of stormwater was decreased 10-22% (DeBusk et
al., 2011), 14-18% (Passeport et al., 2000), and 7-54% (Hunt et al., 2006) between the
inlet and the outlets of a BRC as BRC tend to promote infiltration and evapotranspirative
losses. If constructed in a location where stormwater will be directed and have certain
soil and vegetative conditions, the amount of runoff entering municipal sewer systems
and retention/detention ponds would greatly decrease (Dietz, 2007). Debusk et al. (2011)
showed that BRCs tend to mimic nonurban watershed shallow interflow systems,
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suggesting water moves slowly through the BRC and allowing an increase in
groundwater recharge in urban watersheds. A study conducted by James and Dymond
(2012) using a model on a watershed scale to simulate pre-development conditions,
developed conditions, and bioretention treatment at each subwatershed in Blacksburg,
VA showed that the stormwater runoff was closer to pre-developed conditions for smaller
storms (1-year and 2-year reoccurrence intervals) and closer to developed conditions for
larger storms (25-year and 50-year reoccurrence intervals), in which overflowed
occurred. A 40% volume decrease of stormwater runoff was found in the simulation by
James and Dymond (2012). A study conducted by Davis et al. (2012) in the piedmont
regions of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and North Carolina showed that smaller storms had
no discharge from an underdrain system or emergency overflow; discharge for larger
storms occurred with a linear relationship between the inflow and outflow. BRCs were
also found to allow infiltration during the winter months (dormant season) despite frozen
conditions in the soil (Dietz, 2007).

Although more states are implementing BRCs, design guidelines are not modified for
each specific geological or hydrologic region and detailed information regarding
performance and efficiency are not available (Davis et al., 2009). Most research that has
been conducted on BRCs has been located in the noncoastal regions of the United States.
Of the thirty BRC sites listed in the International Stormwater Best Management Practices
Database (ISBMPD), eight BRCs can be considered coastal or have influences
(USBMPD, 2014). Since soil and water table conditions are different from the piedmont
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and coastal areas, BRCs may have differing hydrologic behavior that is dependent on
water table position and soil moisture conditions in the vadose zone. The shallow water
table in coastal regions could possibly decrease the amount of water infiltrating in the
BRC and stormwater storage capacity because the water table could rise into the
engineered media.

BRCs provide a direct link between the surface water and groundwater flow systems
through improved infiltration over a 48-hr period. The interactions between the surface
water and groundwater are caused by downward vertical movement (infiltration or
exfiltration) and lateral flow (Sohocleous, 2002) and can be defined as local,
intermediate, and regional scales (Toth, 1963). Surface water and groundwater
interactions in a BRC are considered to be locally scaled. The interaction is dependent on
the hydrologic conductivity of the parent soil and engineered media and elevation of the
nearest surface water body (Sohocleous, 2002). Sohocleous (2002) states that
groundwater mounds will form when the surface water is disconnected from the
groundwater flow system. With BRCs encouraging more surface water and groundwater
interactions through infiltration, a mound will form below the bottom of the cell.

The overarching goal of this study is to conduct a hydrologic performance evaluation of
several coastal BRCs. Specific research objectives are to quantify the vadose zone and
saturated groundwater response to storm events within coastal BRCs and to compare their
performance given varying landscape positions and parent soil properties.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Project Study Area
Four locations in coastal South Carolina within a 40 km of each other were chosen for
this study. Sites were located within Georgetown and Horry Counties. All but one of the
sites comprised a single BRC – one site comprised of two similar but independent cells
located next to each other. In all, a total of five BRCs were characterized and
instrumented for this studies Table 1 lists the five (5) existing sites selected for the study.
Figure 1 is a map showing site location and Appendix A have photographs of the sites.
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Table 1. Locations and attributes of selected bioretention cell (BRC) sites in Georgetown and Horry Counties, South Carolina.

Site

BAR1

15

`

MPL

CCU

HCM

Location
Baruch Institute
of Coastal
Ecology and
Forest Science
Georgetown,
SC
Baruch Institute
of Coastal
Ecology and
Forest Science
Georgetown,
SC
Morse Park
Landing
Murrells Inlet,
SC
Coastal
Carolina
University
Conway, SC
Horry County
Municipal
Building
Conway, SC

Coordinates
(DD)

Surrounding
landscape

Under
Drain
System

Water
Sources

Drainage
Area (m2)

Distance to
nearest
waterbody
(km)

Age
(years)

33.3611 N,
-79.2243 W

Very Sandy

No

Rooftop

375

2.0

5.0

33.3610 N,
-79.2246 W

Very Sandy

No

Rooftop

225

2.0

5.0

33.5388 N,
-79.0509 W

Sandy

No

Parking lot

682

0.3

4.0

33.7981 N,
-78.9963 W

Sandy

No

Rooftop
and
sidewalk

378

3.5

9.0

33.8324 N,
-79.0486 W

Sandy Loam

Yes

Parking lot

3968

0.5

3.0
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Figure 1. Map of selected bioretention cell (BRC) sites in Georgetown and Horry Counties, South Carolina

The Baruch Institute of Coastal Ecology and Forest Science site in Georgetown, South
Carolina comprises two BRCs (BAR1 and BAR2 in Figure 2) capturing rooftop runoff
from one of the buildings. Stormwater is transported through a gutter system that pipes
the stormwater into the BRCs (Figure 3). The parent material on the landscape
comprised of excessively drained Lakeland fine sand from a parent material of sandy
marine deposits prominent in Georgetown County, South Carolina (NRCS, 2012).

Figure 2. Plan view of surveys conducted at the Baruch Institute of Coastal Ecology and
Forest Science of BAR1 (Panel A) and BAR2 (Panel B) in Georgetown, Georgetown
County, South Carolina. All elevations and distances shown are in feet and represent
local coordinates – not tied to any geodetic datum.
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Figure 3. The stormwater route from the source (rooftop) to the destination (bioretention
cell) at the Baruch Institute of Coastal Ecology and Forest Science in Georgetown,
Georgetown County, South Carolina.

Morse Park Landing BRC is located next to an intertidal marsh in Murrells Inlet, South
Carolina (Figure 4). Stormwater runoff from a road and parking lot enter a grassed swale
and enters the cell at the swale outlet. MPL Lakeland fine sand has a parent material of
sandy marine deposits that are excessively drained (NRCS, 2012).
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Figure 4. Survey of the bioretention cell (BRC) located at Morse Park Landing (MPL) in
Murrells Inlet, Georgetown County, South Carolina. All elevations and distances shown
are in feet and represent local coordinates – not tied to any geodetic datum.

The Coastal Carolina University (CCU) BRC was installed in 2006, the oldest cell of the
five (5) in the study. The stormwater source is from a rooftop where the stormwater is
directed from the rooftop to a gutter system that releases the water onto a sidewalk. From
there, the stormwater travels across the sidewalk into the BRC. The BRC is surrounded
by Lynn Haven sand in which the parent material is sandy marine deposits (NRCS,
2012). A survey was not conducted of the site as there is no depressional storage in this
BRC.

The last BRC site is at the Horry County Municipal (HCM) building in Conway, South
Carolina (Figure 5). Stormwater runoff drains off a rooftop and a large parking lot that
direct stormwater into a BRC through two (2) curb cut-outs (Figure 6). Retrofitted from
an existing retention pond, the cell has the poorly draining soil known as Yonges fine
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sandy loam (NRCS, 2012). This BRC is the only with an underdrain system that
comprises a slotted pipe of 15.24 cm (6 inches) diameter buried at a depth of 0.45-1.22
meters below the BRC surface.

Figure 5. Survey of the bioretention cell (BRC) located at Horry County Municipal
Building (HCM) in Conway, Horry County, South Carolina. All elevations and distances
shown are in feet and represent local coordinates – not tied to any geodetic datum.
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Figure 6. A curb cut-out that allows stormwater to enter into the bioretention cell (BRC)
at Horry County Municipal Building (HCM) in Conway, Horry County, South Carolina.

Field Methods
Physical Characterization
Topographic surveys were conducted at each site with the exception of CCU to estimate
storage-volume characteristics for each BRC. CCU was not surveyed due to the lack of
depressional storage in that BRC.

Meteorological Data Collection
Site-specific microclimate data were collected from local meteorological stations in the
vicinity of each BRC under investigation. The instrumentation (Onset®; Bourne, MA;
HOBO U30) at the BAR BRCs measured precipitation, pressure, temperature, relative
humidity, and solar radiation. A rain gauge (Texas Electronics, Inc.; Dallas, TX; TR525I) located at MPL BRC was used to measure precipitation and the meteorological
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station (Davis InstrumentsTM; Hayward, CA; Vantage Pro 2) located at the Crazy Sister
Marina (2.50 km from BRC) was used for temperature, relative humidity, and solar
radiation data (Weather Underground, 2013a). CCU provided the meteorological data
from a station located outside the Burroughs & Chapin Center for Marine and Wetland
Studies (Weather Underground, 2013b). Meteorological data for HCM building is
collected by a weather station (Davis InstrumentsTM; Hayward, CA; Vantage Pro 2) at the
Horry County Courthouse (0.30 km from bioretention cell) provided by Horry County
Stormwater Management (Weather Underground, 2013c). The data collected at each
station was used to determine the average potential evapotranspiration (PET) calculated
using the Turc Method (Lu et al., 2005) (Equation 1 and 2). Pan evaporation tests were
conducted by the SCDNR in Columbia and Barnwell, South Carolina. A summary of
meteorological data can be found in Appendix B.
When RH < 50%
𝑻

𝑷𝑬𝑻 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏𝟑 (𝑻+𝟏𝟓) (𝑹𝒔 + 𝟓𝟎) (𝟏 +

𝟓𝟎−𝑹𝑯
𝟕𝟎

)

(1)

Where PET = potential evapotranspiration (mm/day),
T = daily mean air temperature (°C),
Rs = daily solar radiation (MJ/m2/day),
RH = daily mean relative humidity (%).

When RH > 50%
𝑻

𝑷𝑬𝑻 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟏𝟑 (𝑻+𝟏𝟓) (𝑹𝒔 + 𝟓𝟎)

(2)
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For analysis of meteorological and other independent data, the year was divided into two
seasons: growing (March – August), dormant (September – February). The study period
encompassed two growing periods (August – October 2012, and March – August 2013)
and one and a half dormant seasons (November 2012– March 2013, and September –
December 2013).

Water Table and Surface Ponding Data Collection
A water table well (Well A in Figure 7) was constructed in each BRC with piping where
the pipe was perforated below ground surface to allow groundwater to enter. The piping
was also perforated immediately below the well cap to allow aeration and to equalize
pressure within the pipe to atmospheric pressure. The surface storage (Well B in Figure
7) was only perforated above the ground surface to prevent any influence from the water
table. Changes in water table elevation were determined by deploying internally logging
non-vented pressure transducers (Solinst®; Georgetown, Ontario, Canada; Model 3001
Levelogger® Edge, and Model 3001 LTC levelogger® Junior) in each of the wells. The
pressure transducers enabled the determination of the change of level/storage within a
BRC during the course of a storm event on a fifteen (15) minute basis.
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Figure 7. A general diagram of the pressure transducer installation for water table level
and surface storage wells in the bioretention cells. The wells have 4 key components:
well cap, well casing, yarn, and the pressure transducers. Well A is constructed to
monitor water table while Well B is constructed to monitor surface storage.

Soil Moisture Data Collection
We installed dielectric soil moisture sensors (Decagon Devices; Pullman, WA; EC-5 Soil
Moisture Sensor) at three depths to determine soil moisture changes in the soil profile.
The three elevations for soil moisture installation were: the surface, 91.44 cm (3 ft) below
ground surface, and at 152.4 cm (5 ft) below ground surface to determine the change in
volumetric water content and thus infiltration rate within the bioretention cells.

Particle size analysis
The BRCs were originally installed by different agencies and none were alike with each
BRC having its own unique mix of bioretention media and plant composition. We
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characterized BRC media by analyzing particle size distributions in a vertical profile
within each cell. To evaluate the particle size distribution, we determined the d10,d30, and
d60 from the surface of the bioretention cell to 152.4 cm (5 ft) at 30.48 cm (1 ft)
increments using a laser diffraction based analyzer (Beckman Coulter; Brea, CA; LS TM
13 320, 0.4μm to 2000μm range). Two soil parameters were used to characterize the
engineered media and parent material: the uniformity coefficient, Cu, (Equation 3) and
the coefficient of gradation, Cg, (Equation 4) (Das, 2009). A well graded sand will meet
both criteria of Cu ≥ 6 and Cg between 1 and 3. A poorly graded sand will not meet one
or both of the criteria, an indication of good drainage (Das, 2009).

𝑫

𝑪𝒖 = 𝑫𝟔𝟎

(3)

𝟏𝟎

Where Cu = uniformity coefficient (dimensionless),
D10 = the diameter corresponding to 10% finer in the particle size distribution curve
(dimensionless),
D60 = the diameter corresponding to 60% finer in the particle size distribution curve
(dimensionless).

𝑪𝒈 =

𝑫𝟐𝟑𝟎

(4)

𝑫𝟔𝟎 𝒙𝑫𝟏𝟎

Where Cg = coefficient of gradation (dimensionless),
D30 = the diameter corresponding to the 30% finer in the particle size distribution curve
(dimensionless).
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Division of soil profile into three zones
We divided the soil profile into three depth zones (shallow, intermediate, and deep) to
analyze soil moisture dynamics (Table 2).

Table 2. The depth zones of the soil profile in and below the bioretention cell (BRC).
Depth Below Ground Surface (cm)
Description
Surface
0.0
Top of BRC
Shallow
0.0 - 91.4
Within BRC
Deep
91.4 - 152.4
Below BRC
Deeper*
152.4 - 243.8
Below BRC
*The deeper zone is only located at BAR1 and BAR2

Infiltration Calculations
We calculated the infiltration rate using two methods: the Green-Ampt Equation Method
and direct field measurements using dielectric soil moisture sensors (Decagon EC-5
sensors, Pullman, Washington).

The Green-Ampt Equation Method uses two (2) equations: the first for cumulative
infiltration (Equation 5) and the second using the cumulative infiltration to determine the
infiltration rate (Equation 6). The values of the parameters we used to calculate the
infiltration rate are from Mays (2005) and the NRCS Soil Survey (2012) and can be
found in Appendix C.
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𝑭(𝒕)

𝑭(𝒕) = 𝑲𝒕 + 𝝍∆𝜽 𝐥𝐧 (𝟏 + 𝝍∆𝜽)

(5)

Where F(t) = cumulative infiltration at time t (cm),
K = hydraulic conductivity (cm/hr),
ψ = wetting front soil suction head (cm),
Δθ = change in moisture content (dimensionless, see Eq. 7).

𝝍∆𝜽

𝒇(𝒕) = 𝑲 [ 𝑭(𝒕) + 𝟏]

(6)

Where f(t) = infiltration rate at time t (cm/hr).

∆𝜽 = 𝜼 − 𝜽𝒊

(7)

Where η = porosity (dimensionless),
θi = initial moisture content (dimensionless).

Each sensor was placed at a known depth (0, 91.44, and 152.4 cm) below the ground
surface and the infiltration rate was calculated by quantifying the progress of wetting
fronts measured during storm events. The dielectric soil moisture sensors were used to
determine the infiltration rates in two zones within the soil profile that ranged from 0 to
91.44 cm and 91.44 to 152.4 cm. The change in depth between the soil moisture sensors
were divided by the time between peaks in soil moisture measured by the sensors during
a storm events (Equation 8). Figure 8 shows how the time between peaks was
determined graphically. Soil moisture sensors at each site were set to collect readings at
a high frequency (every 5 minutes) for about a month. During this time period, three (3)
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storm events with distinct changes in soil moisture during a storm event were used to
determine the average infiltration rate of the bioretention cell.

𝒕 −𝒕

𝒇 = 𝒅𝟐 −𝒅𝟏
𝟐

(8)

𝟏

Where f = infiltration rate (cm/hr),
t1,2 = time of peaks (hr),
d1,2 = depth of soil moisture sensor (cm).

Figure 8. An example of how the time increment of the infiltration rate was determined
using the dielectric soil moisture sensors at the Baruch Institute of Coastal Ecology and
Forest Science for BAR1 in Georgetown, Georgetown County, South Carolina.
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Ring infiltrometer tests were also conducted to confirm the soil moisture sensors were a
valid estimate of infiltration rates. A ring was placed in one BRC and was filled to a
depth of 25.4 cm (10 in). The time was recorded at every 2.54 cm (1 in) until all the
water infiltrated into the BRC. The test was conducted in both dry conditions (no water
was introduced into the ring prior to testing) and wet conditions (> 25 cm of water was
introduced into the ring prior to testing)

Volume Calculations
Three (3) different volumes were calculated in the study: runoff volume, volume of water
directly entering the BRC, and bowl storage volume. Runoff volume was calculated
from precipitation depth and drainage area (Equation 9). The volume of water directly
entering the BRC was calculated using the precipitation depth and surface area of the
BRC (Equation 10). Bowl storage volume (VBS) was estimated using surveys,
hypsometric curves, and bowl storage depth.

𝑷

𝑽𝑹 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 × 𝑫𝑨

(9)

Where VR = runoff volume (m3),
P = precipitation depth (mm),
DA = drainage area (m2).
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𝑷

𝑽𝑫 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 × 𝑺𝑨

(10)

Where VD = volume of water directly entering the BRC (m3),
SA = surface area of the BRC (m2).

Exfiltration Rates
Exfiltration was determined using a BRC’s bowl as the control volume instead of the soil
profile, as with the case of infiltration explained in the previous paragraph. Three
parameters were used to determine their relationship with the exfiltration rate: rainfall
rate, the WT change, and the initial SM content in the BRC. Nine storms were used to
determine the exfiltration rate of the BRC at each study site. The storms were selected to
capture seasonal and event-based variability based on the amount of bowl storage (>0
cm), amount of rainfall, and seasonal water table. Exfiltration rate (QE in m3/hr) was
calculated using 15 minute time (t) intervals by Equation 11.

𝑸𝑬 =

𝑽𝑹 +𝑽𝑫 − ∆𝑽𝑩𝑺

(11)

𝒕

Where QE = exfiltration rate (m3/hr),
VR = runoff volume (m3),
VD = volume of water directly entering the BRC (m3),
ΔVBS = change in bowl storage volume (m3),
T = time interval (hr).
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RESULTS
Physical Attributes and Infiltration
Baruch Institute of Coastal Ecology and Forest Science
The two BRCs at the Baruch Institute of Coastal Ecology and Forest Science share many
of the same physical properties due to their proximity and concurrent installation. The
surface areas of BAR1 and BAR2 are 94.7 m2 and 64.2 m2, respectively with potential
storage capacities of 953.3 m 3 and 703.1 m3, respectively (Table 3). The surface media
of the BRC had the largest d50 (average 332.7 μm, n=2), with the smallest d50 (240.8 μm,
n=2) at 61.0 cm bgs. Appendix D has more information on the particle size distribution
of the BRCs. Based on Das (2009), the d50, the uniformity coefficient (Cu of 2.5), and
coefficient of gradation (Cg of 0.8) indicate a poorly graded media with a high potential
of drainage and infiltration rates.

The BRCs at Baruch had the highest estimated infiltration rates when compared to the
other BRCs examined in this study. The wetting front measured by examining high
frequency soil moisture data moved vertically through media in the shallow zone at the
average rate of 93.7 cm/hr (n=3 storms, st. err. ±30.8 cm/hr). The wetting front rate of
the deep zone averaged 37.5 cm/hr (n=3 storms, st. err. 27.0 cm/hr) based on the
infiltration estimates from soil moisture sensor data. During dry conditions, the average
surface infiltration was 119.5 cm/hr (n=20) with a standard error of 6.4 cm/hr. The ring
infiltrometer tests suggested the estimated infiltration rates from the soil moisture sensors
were accurate (t-statistic = 0.66, p-value = 0.28). The ring infiltrometer test for wet
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conditions suggested an average surface infiltration rate of 53.7 cm/hr (n=10) with a
standard error of 2.8 cm/hr. Infiltrations rates estimated for wet and dry conditions in the
BRC were higher than those estimated for the surrounding parent material. The estimated
infiltration rate for the surrounding parent material averaged over 10 time intervals was
36.5 cm/hr with a standard error of 0.8 cm/hr using the Green-Ampt Equation Method.

Table 3. Surface areas and potential storage volumes for the study sites in Georgetown
and Horry Counties, South Carolina.

Sites

Surface Area (m2)

Basin-full Storage
Volume (m3)

BAR1

94.7

953.3

BAR2

64.2

703.1

MPL
CCU
HCM

32.9
20.7
1487.2

179.9
N/A
16,770

Maximum
Recorded Volume
(m3)
8.7
Storage not
recorded in this cell
23.9
No storage possible
184

Morse Park Landing
MPL had two swales directing stormwater into the BRC. The surface area of the BRC
was 32.9 m2 with a potential storage volume of 179.9 m3. When the areas occupied by
the swales are considered, the BRC had an area of 443.9 m2 and a potential storage
volume of 5695.1 m3. The average d50 particle size at the surface of the BRC was 250.0
μm (n=2), while the smallest d50 (average 61.0 μm, n=2) was located at 61.0 cm bgs
largest d50 particle size (average 568.3 μm, n=2) was located at 91.4 cm bgs and below
the bottom of the BRC. This suggests that the parent material had larger grain sizes than
the engineered media in the BRC. Based on Das (2009), the d50 at the surface, the
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uniformity coefficient (Cu of 3.3), and coefficient of gradation (Cg of 1.5) indicate a well
graded soil.

The wetting front of the shallow zone media in the MPL BRC had a mean infiltration rate
of 71.3 cm/hr (n=3) and standard error of 25.4 cm/hr. MPL infiltration rates in the
shallow zone of the media were greater than the surrounding parent material’s mean
infiltration rate of 36.5 cm/hr and standard error of 0.8 cm/hr for 10 time intervals using
the Green-Ampt Equation Method. However, the infiltration rate of the wetting front in
deep zone media of the BRC was lower than the parent material with a mean of 17.5
cm/hr (n=3) and standard error of 2.3 cm/hr. The low infiltration of the media in the deep
zone is likely due to the low saturated hydraulic conductivity (15.1 cm/hr) (NRCS, 2012)
published for the parent material and the close proximity to the tidally influenced water
table (mean depth bgs of 51.7 cm).

Coastal Carolina University
The BRC at Coastal Carolina University (CCU) was the smallest (20.7 m2) of the study
sites. We did not calculate a potential storage capacity of the BRC due to the lack of the
depressional area/bowl. CCU also had the smallest surface d50 particle size (average
193.5 μm, n=2) of all the BRCs in the study. The Cu and Cg (11.0 and 2.4, respectively)
of the BRC suggested a well graded media. The d50, Cu, and Cg promotes a poorly
drained soil that is reflected in the calculated infiltration rates. The BRC had a mean
infiltration rate of 19.9 cm/hr (n=3) with a standard error of 7.1 cm/hr in the shallow
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zone. The soil in the shallow zone still had a higher rate than the rate calculated over 10
time intervals using the Green-Ampt Equation Method for the parent material (mean 16.2
cm/hr, st. err. of 0.59 cm/hr). The mean infiltration rate of the wetting front for the deep
zone media was 8.2 cm/hr (n=3) with a standard error of 3.1 cm/hr. The infiltration rate
of the media in the deep zone is likely affected by the small particle sizes in the BRC.

Horry County Municipal Building
The BRC at the Horry County Municipal Building (HCM) was the largest (1487.2 m2) of
the study with a potential storage capacity of 16,770 m3. The average d50 at the surface
was 452.3 μm (n=2) and decreases to 70.7 (n=2) μm in the deep zone of the media (121.9
cm bgs). A mean infiltration rate of 67.2 cm/hr (n=3) with a standard error of 36.1 cm/hr
was observed in the media’s shallow zone of the BRC based upon the sensor infiltration
experiment. The relatively high infiltration rate is possibly due to the large particle sizes
at the surface and the poorly graded media (Cu = 4.6 and Cg = 0.8) in the shallow zone.
The soil profile transitions to well graded (Cu = 10.2 and Cg = 1.7) that dampened the
mean infiltration rate of 23.97 cm/hr (n=3) with a standard error of 7.2 cm/hr in the deep
zone of the media. Both the media’s shallow and deep zones had a higher infiltration rate
than the estimated rate of the parent material over 10 time intervals using the GreenAmpt Equation method (3.8 cm/hr, st. err. 0.1 cm/hr).
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Meteorological Overview
Coastal South Carolina typically has rainfall throughout the year and does not have wet
and dry season classifications instead, a dormant and growing seasons are typically used
to describe hydrologic conditions. The precipitation is somewhat higher during the
growing season due to isolated thunderstorms (SCDNR, 2013). Total rainfall measured
at Georgetown, Murrells Inlet, and Conway, South Carolina is presented as monthly
totals in Figure 9. Based on SCDNR (2013), the average rainfall per year in coastal
South Carolina ranges between 1270 and 1320 mm. In 2013, all the BRCs recorded
rainfall below coastal South Carolina’s yearly average (BAR = 1186 mm, MPL = 931
mm, CCU = 1260 mm, and HCM = 966 mm).

Figure 9. The monthly total precipitation for the study sites from August 2012 to
December 2013.
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During our study period (August 2012 – December 2013), SCDNR reported pan
evaporation for Columbia and Barnwell was 1028.5 and 1604.5 mm, respectively. Using
the Turc Method, the estimated annual PET was lower than the pan evaporation
observations from Columbia and Barnwell (Figure 10). The evaporation pans from
Columbia and Barnwell are located mid-state, but were used for comparison because they
were the closest pans to the study sites that had a complete data set during the study
period.

Figure 10. The monthly total potential evapotranspiration for the study sites and the pan
evaporation for SCDNR South Carolina State Climatology Office sites.
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Daily Dynamics of Water Table and Soil Moisture Conditions
The complete WT data set (Well A from Figure 7) and SM data for the duration of the
study are located in Figure 11 and 12, respectively. Any discontinuity in the WT and SM
data are due to time series when the data were deemed unusable due to either sensor
malfunction or data loss. The average percentage of data collected over the course of the
study was 90.3% (std. err. 7.2, n=5) for the WT, with CCU having the least completed
data set (63%) and the BRCs at BAR with the most completed data set (100%). Gaps in
WT data from CCU occurred when the WT elevation declined to below the pressure
transducer in the well casing. The average percentage of data collected for SM was 68.3
± 11.8% for the surface, 73.7 ± 7.8% for the shallow zone, and 66.2 ± for the deep zone.
The most completed data set for each zone was located at HCM (91.6% in each zone),
while the least amount was collected at MPL (26.2%, 48.2%, and 38.5% for the surface,
shallow zone, and deep zone, respectively). The low amount of SM data collected at
MPL was probably due to the higher conductivity in the groundwater due to the
proximity to the intertidal zone. Table 4 shows the percentage of study days with missing
data.
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Precipitation (mm)

38

Water Table Elevation (cm)

`

Figure 11. Water table elevations for all the study sites from August 2012 to December 2013. The ground surface serves as
the datum for water table elevation (0 cm on the figures).

Precipitation (mm)

Soil Moisture Content (VWC/VWC)
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Figure 12. Soil moisture for the five bioretention cells (BRCs) from August 7, 2012 to December 31, 2013.

Table 4. The percentage of study days with missing data.

Study Sites
BAR1
BAR2
MPL
CCU
HCM

Days of Missing WT Data
(%)
0.0
0.0
0.1
37
11.3

Days of Missing Soil Moisture (%)
Surface
32.8
33.2
73.8
10.2
8.4

Shallow
26.0
33.0
51.8
12.5
8.4

Deep
24.4
32.4
61.5
42.4
8.4

Seasonal Dynamics of Water Table and Soil Moisture Conditions
The WT elevation fluctuated throughout the 16 month study (August 2012 to December
2013) due to the seasonal and microclimatic forcing functions. The average monthly WT
was not the same across all the study sites and varied based on landscape position, local
soils, and surrounding land use.

Baruch Institute of Coastal Ecology and Forest Science
The WT elevation (Figure 13) at BAR was shallow (close to the ground surface) during
the growing season and was deep (farther from the ground surface) during the dormant
season of the study period. The BAR BRCs had an 81.6 cm increase in the average
seasonal WT elevation from the 2012 dormant season to the 2013 growing season. The
bar graph of the daily fluctuations (daily max – daily min) in WT elevation averaged on a
monthly basis showed that the WT varies more during the growing season than during the
dormant season. BAR1 and BAR2 highest daily fluctuations occurred in April and
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August 2013 (15.26 ± 4.1 cm and 15.5 ± 4.4 cm, respectively) during storm events, as
shown in
Figure 14.

The monthly average of SM at the surface decreased during the 2012 dormant season and
increased during the 2013 growing season in BAR2. BAR2 decreased by 0.07 VWC
during the 2012 dormant season and increased by 0.12 VWC during the 2013 growing
season from a grand mean SM of 0.16 VWC- where a grand mean was calculated by
averaging values across the entire period of record. The SM did not vary in BAR1 until
the beginning of the dormant season in 2013 (0.05 VWC decrease from the grand mean
SM of 0.10 VWC). The monthly average SM in the shallow zone decreased during the
dormant season and increased during the growing season at BAR1 and BAR2, mirroring
the seasonal variation in WT. The increase in SM during the growing season was due to
the high precipitation and shallow WT during the growing season. . The monthly average
for SM in the deep zone remained consistent at BAR1 at 0.40 during the study period.
The SM in the deep zone decreased during the dormant season and increased during the
growing season at BAR2. The deep sensor in BAR1 is 0.3 m deeper than in BAR2,
putting that sensor in closer proximity to the WT and therefore more likely to be
influenced by capillary fringe effects. Seasonal soil moisture variation was not
determined due to the high amount of unusable data.
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Morse Park Landing
The WT at MPL varied 14.5 cm during most of the study period, as shown in Figure 13.
The most variations occurred at the end of the growing seasons when the monthly
fluctuations were 34.4 cm in 2012 and 35.6 cm in 2013. This could possibly be due to an
annual tidal variation in the salt marsh. During the 16 month study period, the average
daily fluctuation in WT elevation was the highest in November 2012, April 2013, and
August 2013 (11.3 ± 2.5 cm, 13.0 ± 1.4 cm, and 18.6 ± 2.6 cm, respectively).
Figure 14 shows the monthly averages of daily fluctuations in WT during storm events.
Seasonal soil moisture variation was not determined due to the high amount of unusable
data due to the high conductivity affecting the soil moisture sensors at MPL.

Coastal Carolina University
The BRC at CCU showed a shallow WT during the 2012 and 2013 growing seasons and
a deeper WT during the 2012 dormant season of the study period (Figure 13). The
difference of the shallowest monthly average WT elevation (August 2012) and the
deepest monthly average WT elevation (January 2013) was 67.5 cm. Monthly averages
of daily fluctuations in the WT at CCU were at least 10 cm higher than the rest of the
study sites, where the highest fluctuations occurred in November 2012, April 2013, and
November 2013 (68.9 ± 18.0 cm, 67.8 ± 16.5 cm, and 62.9 ± 33.2 cm, respectively.
Figure 14 shows the monthly averaged daily fluctuations during storm events.
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The average monthly surface SM at CCU remained constant at about 0.25 VWC until the
growing season of 2013 when the SM decreased to 0.13 VWC. Conversely, the average
monthly SM at CCU for the shallow zone increased during the dormant season to 0.32
VWC and decreased during the growing season to 0.23 VWC. The SM in the deep zone
decreased during the dormant season and increased during the growing season at CCU.

Horry County Municipal Building
The average WT elevation during the study (70.8 ± 0.08 cm bgs, n=44943) was between
the underdrain infrastructure (~60 cm bgs) and the clay layer (~120 cm bgs). The WT
was above the clay layer for the entirety study, where the minimum WT was recorded at
84 cm bgs. HCM’s monthly average WT elevation varied by 15.5 cm between October
2012 and December 2013. The seasonal average WT elevation varied by 43.6 cm during
the 2012 growing season. A second large variation (31.8 cm) occurred during the 2013
growing season. A heavy amount of precipitation occurred in July 2013 (239 mm)
resulting in an average WT elevation that was shallower (41.7 ± 0.29 cm bgs) than the
previous and subsequent months (73.2 ± 0.29 cm bgs in June 2013 and 65.6 ± 0.28 cm
bgs in August 2013) as shown in Figure 13. The daily fluctuations in WT averaged on a
monthly basis were highest in the growing season, specifically April 2013 (50.4 ± 10.1
cm) shown in
Figure 14.
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The average monthly surface SM at HCM remained constant at 0.28 VWC until the
growing season of 2013 when the SM decreased to 0.24 VWC. The average monthly SM
for the shallow zone at HCM increased to 0.38 VWC in the dormant season and
decreased 0.23 VWC during the growing season. The monthly averages for SM in the
deep zone remained consistent at HCM at 0.37 VWC during the study period.
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Soil Moisture Content (VWC/VWC)

Water Table Elevation (cm) and Precipitation (mm)

Figure 13. Total monthly precipitation, average water table (WT) elevation, and average
soil moisture (SM) for the five bioretention cells (BRCs) in the study. Reference datum
for water table measurements is at the ground surface (0 cm on the figures).
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Precipitation (mm) and Evapotranspiration (mm)

Change in Water Table (mm)
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Figure 14. Total monthly precipitation (Total P), total monthly evapotranspiration (Total PET), and the daily difference in
minimum and maximum water table (WT) elevation averaged per month for wet days at the study sites.

The total monthly PET based on the Turc method expectedly increased during the
growing season and decreased during the dormant season within the study area. At all
the study sites with the exception of HCM, the daily fluctuation in water table when
averaged by season was least during the growing season (BAR: 4.16 ± 0.66 cm; MPL:
9.7 ± 0.51 cm; CCU: 34.3 ± 3.16 cm) when PET was at its peak. However the opposite
pattern was observed at HCM, where daily fluctuations of water table when averaged by
season increased during the growing season (14.6 cm ± 1.81 cm) and decreased during
the dormant season (7.47 cm ± 1.36 cm). This is likely due to the localized WT and the
underdrain system that releases stormwater from the BRC. Figure 15 shows the seasonal
PET and monthly average difference of daily minimum and maximum WT elevation for
dry days.
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minimum and maximum water table (WT) elevation averaged per month for dry days at the study sites.

Precipitation (mm) and Evapotranspiration (mm)

Change in Water Table (mm)
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Figure 15. Total monthly precipitation (Total P), total monthly evapotranspiration (Total PET), and the daily difference in

Within-Storm Dynamics of Water Table and Soil Moisture Conditions
A comparison of the daily fluctuations in water table elevation before and after a rainfall
event showed a statistically significant relationship at all sites except CCU. Trend lines
through scatter plots of daily fluctuations on wet days vs. daily precipitation for the BRCs
at BAR, MPL, and HCM (Figure 16) described 36 to 71% of the variation in the data (all
p-values < 0.001). WT elevation measured with the BRC’s expectedly increase with
recorded precipitation. The slope of the trend line suggested that the WT elevation at
BAR1, BAR2, and MPL increased by 4.6 mm (std. err. = 6.3 mm, N =150) and 5.7 cm
(std. err. = 53 mm, N=190), respectively, for every millimeter of precipitation. The WT
elevation at HCM had higher increases for every millimeter of precipitation. HCM’s WT
elevation increased 13.6 cm (std. err. = ±16.5 mm, n=200) per millimeter of precipitation.
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Change in Water Table (cm)
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Precipitation (mm)
Figure 16. A scatterplot showing the daily fluctuations in water table (WT) elevation and daily precipitation for wet days
during the study period.

A visual inspection the data from the SM sensors on the surface (Figure 12) show that the
surface SM increased as expected in all the BRCs during the course of a storm event.
However, the shallow SM zone appeared to have dissimilar reactions to rainfall events
depending on their physical attributes and WT. BAR1 and BAR2 showed sharp spikes in
soil moisture with a storm event, while CCU and HCM had flat peaks indicating
stormwater being stored in the BRC media. The shallow soil moisture in MPL does not
show a discernible trend because of the lack of usable data.

The surface water level data show that none of the three largest BRCs overflowed and
were able to contain all stormflows diverted to them. MPL held 161 of the stormflows
diverted to it (n=198 storm events), with overflow from 37 storms spilling over into a
neighboring constructed wetland. The BRC at CCU lacked any depressional storage and
all stormwater was assumed to infiltrate immediately or run off onto an adjacent lawn.
The highest measured volume of stormwater as well as the total potential storage
volumes within each BRC is summarized in Table 1.

The rate of exfiltration was found to be significantly proportional (BAR1: R = 0.75, pvalue = 0.02; MPL: R = 0.93, p-value <0.001; HCM: R = 0.75, p-value = 0.02) to rainfall
intensity (Figure 17). For the nine storms that resulted in bowl storage, the exfiltration
rate increased as rainfall intensity increased. A trend line through a scatter plot of peak
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exfiltration rate vs. peak rainfall rate at BAR1 was significant (R2 = 0.57; p-value = 0.02)
with the slope of the trend line suggesting that exfiltration rate increased by 0.26 m3/hr
for every 1 mm/hr increase of peak rainfall intensity. The trend line through a scatterplot
of peak exfiltration vs. peak rainfall at MPL was significant (R2 = 0.88; p-value < 0.001)
with the slope of the trend line suggesting that exfiltration rate increased by 0.69 m3/hr
for every 1 mm/hr increase of peak rainfall intensity. The scatterplot for HCM showed a
trend line where the exfiltration increased 3.12 m3/hr (R2 = 0.57; p-value = 0.02) for
every millimeter per hour rainfall intensity, suggesting that BRCs with underdrain
systems expectedly improve the rate of exfiltration.
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Peak Exfiltration Rate (m3/hr)
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Peak Rainfall Intensity (mm/hr)
Figure 17. A scatterplot showing the peak exfiltration rate and peak rainfall intensity for nine wet days.

Two correlation analyses were conducted to examine the relationship between the WT
and exfiltration rate. A correlation analysis between the initial WT elevation and peak
exfiltration rate showed no significant relationship between the two variables and a
correlation analysis between the change in WT elevation before and after storm events
also showed no significant relationship with the peak exfiltration rate. Two additional
correlation analyses were conducted to find a relationship between SM and the
exfiltration rate. The analysis between the initial SM content and peak exfiltration rate
showed no significant relationship. A correlation analysis between the change in SM
content before and after storm events also showed no significant relationship with the
exfiltration rate.

Water Table and Soil Moisture Dynamics during Dry Days
A regression analysis of the daily change in WT elevation on dry days (non-storm days)
and daily PET by the Turc method showed a poor relationship between these two
variables. A regression analysis of the daily change in soil moisture at the surface on dry
days and Turc PET showed a statistically significant relationship at BAR1 (R2 = 0.13, pvalue < 0.001), BAR2 (R2 = 0.28, p-value < 0.001), and HCM (R2 = 0.03, p-value =
0.02). CCU did not have a statistically significant relationship between the daily change
in SM content at the surface on dry days and Turc PET (Figure 18). The regression
analyses of SM content in the shallow zone with Turc PET shows a statistically
significant relationship at BAR2 (R2 = 0.12; p-value < 0.001), but not at the other study
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sites (Figure 19). A regression analysis showed that the daily fluctuation of SM content
in the deep zone and Turc PET was insignificant at all the sites.
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Daily Change in Soil Moisture Content (VWC/VWC)

Turc Potential Evapotranspiration (mm)

Figure 18. A scatterplot of the daily change in (maximum – minimum) soil moisture (SM) content at the surface and the Turc
potential evapotranspiration (PET) for dry days during the study period.
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Daily Change in Soil Moisture Content (VWC/VWC)

Turc Potential Evapotranspiration (mm)

Figure 19. A scatterplot of the daily difference of the minimum and maximum soil moisture (SM) content in the shallow zone
and the Turc potential evapotranspiration (PET) for dry days during the study period.

The WT at the MPL BRC was found to vary semi-diurnally, coincide with tidal
observations from Springmaid Pier in Myrtle Beach, SC (Figure 20). Thirty-day moving
averages on groundwater conductivity measured at 126 cm below MPL showed that the
groundwater conductivity had a moving average maximum of 10.5 mS/cm (std. err. =
0.02 mS/cm) and minimum of 0.41 (std. err. = 3.23 x 10-4 mS/cm). Water column
conductivity measured at Oyster Landing (OL)’s surface water had a thirty-day moving
average maximum = 57.1 mS/cm (std. err. = 0.02 mS/cm) and minimum of 31.6 mS/cm
(std. err. = 0.19 mS/cm). The surface water conductivity being 3-5 times the maximum
groundwater conductivity suggests the groundwater below the BRC was possibly in a
zone of dispersion where freshwater dilutes the saltwater but groundwater is also
hydraulically influenced by tidal forcings. The rise in groundwater conductivity in late
October/early November 2012 coincided with Hurricane Sandy being located off the
coast of South Carolina and slowly decreased over the study period. Conductivity data
from MPL groundwater and OL marsh water over the period of study are presented in
Figure 21.
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Figure 20. The semidiurnal water table (WT) pattern at Morse Park Landing (MPL). The
datum is depth of the WT from the ground surface (0 cm on the figures). The surface
water tides from Myrtle Beach (MB) were measured at Springmaid Pier by NOAA.

Figure 21. A scatterplot showing the 30-day moving average of conductivity of Morse
Park Landing (MPL) groundwater and Oyster Landing (OL) surface water and the water
table (WT) at Morse Landing Park from August 2012 to December 2013.
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DISCUSSION
Water Table Characterization of the Study Sites
The data collected shows the WT at the five study sites varied seasonally and on a storm
by storm basis, leading us to suspect some sites are connected to the regional WT while
the others were not. Three of the five sites varied seasonal (BAR1, BAR2, and MPL) and
the other two (CCU and HCM) varied more on a storm by storm basis. It is likely that
those sites that did not show a seasonal variations, but showed considerable fluctuations
during a storm event most likely reflect localized water table conditions. The BRCs at
BAR are believed to be connected to the regional WT because of the high estimated
infiltration rate (93.7 ± 30.8 cm/hr) of the surrounding parent material (36.5 ± 0.8 cm/hr).
With relatively small changes in WT elevation during storm events and a distinct
seasonal pattern, the BRC at BAR is clearly well connected to the regional WT. The
BRC at MPL is also believed reflect a WT that is influenced purely by tidal dynamics
because of its proximity of to a salt marsh. The WT has a semidiurnal pattern that
coincides with the tidal fluctuations of the nearby intertidal salt marsh. HCM has a local
WT that is defined by a confining clay layer beneath the BRC that restricts infiltration
below the clay layer. However, the underdrain system installed above the clay layer
serves to transport stormwater to a nearby constructed wetland and causes the WT
elevation to remain at a consistent level (10 cm below the underdrain piping network and
~50 cm above the confining clay layer) during the study period except during storm
events, when the response is considered “flashy”. The BRC at CCU was characterized by
an extremely “flashy” WT with large changes in WT elevation associated with storm
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events. The low estimated infiltration rate of the surrounding parent soils (16.2 ± 0.6
cm/hr) suggest a highly localized water table with very little exfiltration of inflowing
stormwater from the BRC to the surrounding parent soils.

We found that PET has little to no effect on the WT table elevations measured in the
study BRCs. Our findings for the system differed from the findings of Amatya and
Skaggs (2011) who found that evapotranspiration (ET) during dry periods had a
significant effect on shallow coastal WTs. However, their methodology for relating WT
to PET differed from ours. Amayta and Skaggs (2011) study calculated actual ET
(rainfall – outflow) on an annual basis and PET by the Penman-Monteith equation on a
daily basis compared to our using the Turc equation (Lu, 2005) on a daily and seasonal
basis. The insignificant effect of PET on WT elevation in our study could be due to the
high precipitation during the study period and the shallow-rooted plants in the BRCs
compared to the deep-rooted trees in the tree stands in Amatya and Skaggs (2011) study.

Semidiurnal Water Table at Morse Park Landing
Of the five coastal sites used in the study, only MPL showed semidiurnal fluctuations in
the WT due to the proximity of to a tidally influenced water body, in our case the salt
marsh. This phenomenon was previously described by Raubenheimer et al. (1999) who
demonstrated that tidal fluctuations were present in coastal WTs that were within 100m
from a tidally influenced water body across 15 locations in Torrey Pines Beach,
California over a four week study period. Conductivity measurements from the WT at
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MPL also showed clear semidiurnal patterns further confirming physical and
biogeochemical tidal influences. As water from the marsh surges into soil below the
BRC during the transition from low to high tide, the conductivity decreased. The
conductivity continued to decrease until the midpoint between high and low tide, in
which the conductivity failed to drop anymore. A study conducted Kim et al. (2008)
showed that the conductivity increased during the flood tide and decreased during the ebb
tide. During periods of low tide, freshwater from regional groundwater sources displaced
seawater from the vadose zone decreasing the conductivity (Kim et al., 2008). We did
see a considerable rise in groundwater conductivity readings from October 2012 –
December 2012 that occurred after the passage of Hurricane Sandy in late October 2012.
The surge in conductivity readings were not mirrored in surface water conductivity
measurements observed at the nearby Oyster Landing (OL) site maintained by the
National Estuarine Research Reserve System (NERRS, 2014). Hurricane Sandy passed
travelling in a northerly direction several hundred miles off the South Carolina coast but
high winds caused a storm surge that increased saltwater intrusion along the coast. A
case study by Cai et al. (2013) showed increased conductivity in the Pearl River
(Mississippi) during Hurricanes Gustav and Ike. Day et. al. 2007 observed large amounts
of freshwater plant community die off from salt water intrusion after Hurricanes Katrina
and Rita in the Mississippi Delta. Another study conducted by Hook et. al. (1991)
observed higher conductivity in the groundwater after Hurricane Hugo at Hobcaw Forest
in Georgetown, South Carolina, causing higher mortality rates in the pine forest.
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Variations in Soil Moisture
The SM in the shallow zone was the most variable over the study sites compared to the
surface and deep zones. At BAR1 and CCU, the SM in the shallow zone is more variable
than the deep zone because of the distance from the WT. At HCM, the underdrain pipe
network (~60 cm bgs) and located within the shallow zone (0 – 91 cm bgs) probably
caused the SM in the shallow zone to be more variable than in the deep zone. The
stormwater that would travel to the pipe network would be removed from the BRC more
quickly causing the shallow zone to dry faster than the deep zone. There were no
observable evaporative effects in the shallow zone at HCM because of the influence of
the pipe network releasing the stormwater cell.

The daily fluctuations in SM at the surface on dry days were found to have a significant
relationship with Turc PET at all sites with the exception of CCU. CCU had two large
wax myrtles (Morella cerifera) that cover the entire BRC in shade and leaf litter. The
shade and leaf litter could make Turc PET an inaccurate measure of evapotranspirative
losses from that BRC. The daily fluctuations in SM in the shallow zone only had a
significant relationship with Turc PET at BAR2 and CCU. BAR1 being 30.5 cm lower in
elevation than BAR2 was closer to the WT and capillary fringe and possibly closer to the
saturated zone, making BAR1 less affected by evapotranspirative losses. The
significance between the shallow zone SM and Turc PET could possibly be from the
location of the rooting zone of the wax myrtles, which were found to be just above where
the SM sensor was placed.
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Exfiltration Rates
The analyses of exfiltration rates with respect to the initial WT elevation and the
difference of WT elevation prior to and after storm events suggested the rate of
exfiltration was not related to soil moisture or water table position in the BRCs. The
BRC at MPL did record overflow for four of the nine storms used to determine
exfiltration rate. The peak exfiltration rates ranged from 8.4 – 58.9 m3/hr with
precipitation ranging from 31.2 - 44.2 mm, suggesting the bowl volume at MPL was the
driving factor during the occurrences of overflow.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Precipitation is the driving component in the water balance a BRC. WT and exfiltration
rates were most influenced by precipitation and the SM had strong responses to storm
events (wet days) in the system. The BRCs of the study were found to have variable
WTs that were both well connected to the regional WT (BAR1, BAR2, and MPL) and
localized (CCU and HCM). The different types of WTs were due to the physical
characteristics, such as particle size, soil type, and landscape position.

Turc PET did not have a profound effect on the WT underneath the BRC systems.
However, Turc PET did have an effect on the SM, especially at the surface of the BRCs.
The SM in the shallow zone seemed to have been affected by Turc PET when the
conditions were met, suggesting a significant effect on SM by Turc PET is dependent on
the distance from the capillary fringe and WT.
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After careful analysis of the influences of each component of the water balance on the
WT and SM, it is found that the hydraulic function of coastal BRCs is highly dependent
on landscape position, underlying stratigraphy and land cover of the associated
watershed.

Recommendations for future projects include adding more vegetation in the well-drained
uplands BRCs to decrease the high infiltration and promote more evapotranspiration,
increasing the surface area of the BRC without deepening the bowl in areas within 0.5 km
of surface waters to capture more stormwater runoff without the risk of overflow, have
vegetation that can withstand surges of salt water intrusion caused by tropical storms and
hurricanes, and maintain the depressional area of the BRC so it can hydraulically
function. In areas with localized WTs, the BRC should be designed with an underdrain
and forebay to prevent clogging of the media and promote faster infiltration.
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CHAPTER 3. WATER QUALITY
ABSTRACT
Flooding and stormwater control is an issue in coastal South Carolina because of shallow
water tables, low gradients, and rapid urbanization in the region. A best management
practice (BMP) using low impact design (LID) principles known as a bioretention cell
(BRC) is gaining popularity for stormwater management. Five BRCs in four landscape
positions (well-drained uplands, tidal-proximal, poorly-drained-uplands, and floodplain)
were sampled during storm events along a primary stormwater path (inflow through the
soil profile to the groundwater) and secondary path (inflow to the overflow/outlet where
available) for water quality and instrumented for water table elevation and soil moisture.
Samples were also collected during non-storm days to estimate ambient nutrient and
bacteria concentrations in the groundwater. Linear regressions were used to evaluate the
removal (slope) and determine a calculated ambient concentration based on the yintercept of the regression line. Nutrients tested were nitrate, ammonia, total dissolved
nitrogen (TDN), non-purgeable organic carbon (NPOC), and phosphate (PO43-). Total
coliform bacteria and E. coli bacteria were also tested. The primary pathway within all
the BRCs showed removal of 87 to 98% for NO3-, with the exception of the poorly
drained uplands BRC (56-66%). The removal of NO3- along the secondary pathway was
26-32%. The removal of ammonia along the primary pathway within floodplain and
tidal-proximal BRCs was 74-96%, while at the remaining two upland BRCs and along all
the secondary stormwater pathways, ammonia was being exported suggesting a shortcircuiting along the secondary pathways. All the BRCs showed removal of TDN (78-
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99%) along the primary stormwater path with the exception of the floodplain BRC that
exported TDN. The total coliform percent removal for all the BRCs was high (89-99%)
with the exception of the tidal proximal and poorly drained upland BRCs along the
primary stormwater path. All the sites had high removals of E. coli coiforms (93-97%)
along the primary stormwater pathway. There was variability in nutrient and bacteria
removal rates that appeared to be linked to differences in landscape position, water table,
and soil moisture. Multivariate linear regressions were used to incorporate the variable
hydrology of the coastal landscape to understand how the hydrology affects nutrient and
bacteria removal at varying depths.

INTRODUCTION
People in coastal areas of South Carolina are continually adding new developments for
commercial and residential uses, increasing the amount of impervious surfaces. As
population growth and density increase, the waterways of coastal regions suffer. Major
problems have been identified that include eutrophication, and both chemical and
microbial contamination in tidal South Carolina (Holland et al., 2004). Much of the
pollution that contributes to the water quality problems of South Carolina’s waterways
occur due to surface runoff during storm events. The state of South Carolina enacts best
management practices (BMPs) to control contaminated stormwater runoff from reaching
these precious waterways. As population growth continues, land area becomes a limited
commodity where standard BMPs may not be appropriate due to size constraints for
pollutant removal.
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One of the more common types of BMPs in the coastal region is retention/detention
ponds. These ponds pool stormwater in an area that either release water slowly through
an outlet structure or through infiltration to groundwater and evaporation to the
atmosphere (SCDHEC, 2007). Although these management practices convey and store a
large amount of stormwater, they are potentially harmful since pollutants accumulate
over time without a system of removal (Hathaway et al., 2009; Wigington et al., 1983).
Lewitus et al. (2008) showed that retention/detention ponds in coastal South Carolina
have been associated with high toxicity and algal blooms, creating an environmental risk.
With increasing environmental risk, this study aims to characterize the workings of an
alternative type of BMP. When the detention pond was vegetated, 80% of total
suspended solids (TSS) were found to be removed from the stormwater entering the
system (Ferreira and Stenstrom, 2013). A review conducted by Collins et al. (2010)
suggests that alternative BMPs, such as bioretention and rain gardens, have the potential
to remove pollutants better than the conventional practices of retention and detention
ponds.

The use of bioretention cells (BRC) is a fairly new technology that was developed in
Prince Georges County, Maryland in 1990 (Blanco et al., 2008). BRCs are depressed
areas that are designed to store stormwater in the vadose zone of soil and remove
stormwater through the processes of evapotranspiration and infiltration (Dietz, 2007).
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Nutrient removals had mixed results because the BRCs that were studied were not able to
remove every type of nutrient. Dietz (2007) and Hsieh and Davis (2005) research
indicated that there will be high removals for TSS. A comparison of BMPs in New
Zealand showed that BRCs are more effective at removing TSS than other notable BMPs,
such as the retention and detention ponds (Fassman, 2012). Designs of BRCs have
improved over time, but high variability in nutrient removal efficiencies have been
reported (Roy-Poirier et al., 2010).

Multiple studies showed that nitrogen removal rates in BRCs varied because of its
chemical form. Ammonia-nitrogen tended to be removed very effectively due to
nitrification from aerobic biological processes (Dietz, 2007; Passeport et al., 2009).
However, nitrite and nitrate are not removed effectively. Nitrite and nitrate-nitrogen does
not adsorb well to soil particles and had the potential to leach through BRC (Dietz, 2007;
Hsieh and Davis, 2005; Li and Davis, 2009; Passeport et al., 2009). Other forms of
BMPs similar to BRCs such as vegetative filter strips have shown that concentrations in
the influent for different forms of nitrogen are only slightly decreased in the effluent
(Knight et al., 2013).

Phosphorus removal in BRCs is dependent on the soil media in that the amount
adsorption of influent phosphorus is contingent on the initial levels of phosphorus in the
soil media (Davis et al., 2009). The removal of phosphorus varied widely due to the
chemical properties and flow behavior of the media (Hsieh and Davis, 2005). Hsieh and
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Davis 2005) found that the phosphorus had better removal when the cation exchange
capacity was high and in soil media with high organic matter content and small silt and
clay fractions in the media. Some studies, such as the study by Passeport et al. (2009),
showed phosphorus happened to be retained moderately well in the filtration media
because of the media’s low P-indices and the phosphorus being particulate bound in the
top soil media layer. Other studies showed low phosphorus removal or cases of
phosphorus leeching from the fill media and mulch (Hsieh and Davis, 2005; Hunt et al.,
2006; Li and Davis, 2009; Knight et al., 2013).

Pathogenic bacteria indicated by total coliform bacteria are a water quality concern in
coastal areas (Davis et al., 2009). Studies by Hathaway et al. (2009) and Passeport et al.
(2009) have shown that BRCs remove 85-95% of total coliform bacteria. A study
conducted in Wilmington (Hathaway and Hunt, 2012), North Carolina showed the
inconsistencies of BRCs in removing indicator bacteria, with the deeper (60 cm) BRC
removing >70% of bacteria and the shallow cell exporting bacteria from the system.
Hathaway and Hunt (2012) also noticed a seasonal variation in bacteria removal: higher
removal occurred during the cooler months of the year. The high removal of total
coliform bacteria in bioretention cells are attributed to the collection and filtration process
during storm events and the exposure to sunlight and dry conditions after storm occur
(Davis et al., 2009; Passeport et al., 2009)
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Most research that has been conducted on BRCs has been located in the piedmont regions
of the eastern United States. Although more research results are constantly becoming
available, minimal information is available in coastal areas. Soil and water table
conditions are different from the piedmont and coastal areas, BRCs may behave
differently with hydrology, nutrient and bacteria removal. The shallow water table in the
coastal regions could possibly decrease nutrient and bacteria removal efficiency.
Information from 30 different BRCs have been collected in the International Stormwater
BMP Database, eight of which can be considered in a coastal region (ISBMPD, 1996).

Using TSS information from the International Stormwater BMP Database, Barrett (2005)
suggested using a linear regression model to determine the efficiency of different best
management practices. The linear regression model estimates the percent removal
through the slope of paired influent and effluent concentrations. Traditional indicators of
performance, such as the percent removal, may not reflect the efficiency of the best
management practice when the influent is relatively low or when the effluent is unrelated
to the influent while the linear regression model can (Barrett, 2005). However, the
influent concentration was the only explanatory variable considered in the linear
regression model. In coastal areas, other factors, such as hydrology, need to be
considered when determining design criteria related to specific pollutant removal targets
(Hunt et al., 2012). Maniquiz et al. (2010) used a multiple linear regression model to
determine the most important rainfall variables (total rainfall, rainfall duration, and
average intensity) to predict loadings and event mean concentrations in Korea. The
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number of antecedent dry days showed a weak correlation with the loadings and event
mean concentrations in the Maniquiz et al. (2010) study.

The objective of the study was to determine the nutrient and bacteria removal efficiency
of existing BRCs in coastal areas. A second objective of the study was to determine the
importance and impact of hydrologic parameters (shallow water table and soil moisture
content) for nutrient and bacteria removal.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Project Study Area
Four locations in coastal South Carolina within a 40 km radius of each other were chosen
for this study. Sites were located within Georgetown and Horry Counties. All but one of
the sites comprised of a single BRC – one site comprised of two similar but independent
cells located next to each other. In all, a total of five BRCs were characterized and
instrumented for this study. Table 5 lists the five (5) existing sites selected for the study.
Figure 22 is a map showing site location and Appendix A have photographs of the sites
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Table 5. Locations and attributes of selected bioretention cell (BRC) sites in Georgetown and Horry Counties, South Carolina.

Site

BAR1
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BAR2

MPL

CCU

HCM

Location
Baruch Institute
of Coastal
Ecology and
Forest Science
Georgetown,
SC
Baruch Institute
of Coastal
Ecology and
Forest Science
Georgetown,
SC
Morse Park
Landing
Murrells Inlet,
SC
Coastal
Carolina
University
Conway, SC
Horry County
Municipal
Building
Conway, SC

Coordinates
(DD)

Surrounding
landscape

Under
Drain
System

Water
Sources

Drainage
Area (m2)

Distance to
nearest
waterbody
(km)

Age
(years)

33.3611 N,
-79.2243 W

Very Sandy

No

Rooftop

375

2.0

5.0

33.3610 N,
-79.2246 W

Very Sandy

No

Rooftop

225

2.0

5.0

33.5388 N,
-79.0509 W

Sandy

No

Parking lot

682

0.3

4.0

33.7981 N,
-78.9963 W

Sandy

No

Rooftop
and
sidewalk

378

3.5

9.0

33.8324 N,
-79.0486 W

Sandy Loam

Yes

Parking lot

3968

0.5

3.0
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Figure 22. Map of selected bioretention cell (BRC) sites in Georgetown and Horry Counties, South Carolina.

The Baruch Institute of Coastal Ecology and Forest Science site in Georgetown, South
Carolina comprises two BRCs (BAR1 and BAR2 in Figure 23) capturing rooftop runoff
from one of the buildings. Stormwater is transported through a gutter system that pipes
the stormwater into the BRCs (Figure 24). The parent material on the landscape is
comprised of excessively drained Lakeland fine sand from a parent material of sandy
marine deposits prominent in Georgetown County, South Carolina (NRCS, 2012).

Figure 23. Plan view of surveys conducted at the Baruch Institute of Coastal Ecology and
Forest Science of BAR1 (Panel A) and BAR2 (Panel B) in Georgetown, Georgetown
County, South Carolina. All elevations and distances shown are in feet and represent
local coordinates – not tied to any geodetic datum.
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Figure 24. The stormwater route from the source (rooftop) to the destination
(bioretention cell) at the Baruch Institute of Coastal Ecology and Forest Science in
Georgetown, Georgetown County, South Carolina.

Morse Park Landing BRC is located next to an intertidal marsh in Murrells Inlet, South
Carolina (Figure 25). Stormwater runoff from a road and parking lot enter a grassed
swale and enters the cell at the swale outlet. MPL Lakeland fine sand has a parent
material of sandy marine deposits that are excessively (NRCS, 2012).
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Figure 25. Survey of the bioretention cell (BRC) located at Morse Park Landing (MPL)
in Murrells Inlet, Georgetown County, South Carolina. All elevations and distances
shown are in feet and represent local coordinates – not tied to any geodetic datum.

The Coastal Carolina University (CCU) BRC was installed in 2006, the oldest cell of the
five (5) in the study. The stormwater source is from a rooftop where the stormwater is
directed from the rooftop to a gutter system that releases the water onto a sidewalk. From
there, the stormwater travels across the sidewalk into the BRC. The BRC is surrounded
by Lynn Haven sand in which the parent material is sandy marine deposits (NRCS,
2012). A survey was not conducted of the site as there is no depressional storage in this
BRC.

The last BRC site is at the Horry County Municipal (HCM) building in Conway, South
Carolina (Figure 26). Stormwater runoff drains off a rooftop and a large parking lot that
direct stormwater into a BRC through two (2) curb cuts (Figure 27). Retrofitted from an
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existing retention pond, the cell has the poorly draining soil known as Yonges fine sandy
loam (NRCS, 2012), but is fitted with an underdrain system.

Figure 26. Aerial photograph of the location and drainage area of the bioretention cell
(BRC) located at Horry County Municipal Building (HCM) in Conway, Horry County,
South Carolina. All elevations and distances shown are in feet and represent local
coordinates – not tied to any geodetic datum.
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Figure 27. A curb cut that allows stormwater to enter into the bioretention cell (BRC) at
Horry County Municipal Building (HCM) in Conway, Horry County, South Carolina.

Field Methods
Water Quantity and Meteorological Data Collection
Please refer to Chapter 2 of the document for methods on water quantity and
meteorological data collection.

Sampling Methods
We collected water samples within 24 hours of storm events. Samples were collected in 1
liter bottles (Nalgene®) and were stored on ice prior to analyses in the laboratory. Three
methods were used to collect the water samples needed to determine the water quality
and efficiency of the bioretention cells in the study.
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Stormwater sampler mounting kits (Nalgene®) and 1 liter acid washed bottles (Nalgene®)
were installed at the bioretention inlets with the goal of capturing the first flush (1 inch)
and at the overflow at MPL. These bottles have ball valve stoppers that close when the
water level reaches the bottle capacity.

We installed wells to collect groundwater with tubing at a minimum of 2 depths. Using a
peristaltic pump, groundwater samples were collected at the depths 3’ and 5’ below
ground surface for all cells with the exception of Baruch-1 and Baruch-2. Baruch-1 and
Baruch-2 have 3 depths due to the water table being farther below ground surface. The
groundwater samples for Baruch-1 were taken at 2’, 4’, and 7’ below ground surface.
Baruch-2 was roughly 1 foot higher in elevation, thus the ground water samples are
collected at 3’, 5’, and 8’ below ground surface. The tubing of the peristaltic pump was
purged using deionized water before and after each sample. The tubing in the
groundwater wells (Figure 28) was purged by pumping groundwater through the tubes for
30-60 seconds before groundwater sample was taken.
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Well
Casing

Water
Tubing
Well
Screen

Structural
Support

Figure 28. A general diagram of the groundwater well that has four components: a well
casing, tubing that transports the water from the soil to the peristaltic pump, well screen,
and structural support.

We collected an additional grab sample at the underdrain outlet at HCM. An extending
swing sampler pole (Nasco) and 1 liter sample bottles (Nalgene®) were used to collect the
grab sample because a stormwater sample monitoring kit could not be outfitted at the
sampling location.

Sample nomenclature and zones
We used nomenclature to identify where the samples were taken (inlet, groundwater
sample, outlet, and overflow). Primary pathway consists of the stormwater traveling
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from the inlet to the groundwater. Secondary pathways consist of the stormwater short
circuiting the groundwater and traveling to an underdrain outlet or emergency overflow.
The nomenclature used for the groundwater sampling zones is similar to what was used
for the soil moisture zones in Chapter 2 to maintain consistency. Table 6 lists the
nomenclature and zones, as well as their descriptions.

Table 6. The nomenclature and zones of the water samples taken at the bioretention cells
(BRCs).
Sample
Type
Pathway
Description
Inlet
Surface
Primary
Initial sample
Shallow Groundwater Primary
Sample taken at 61-91 cm bgs
Deep
Groundwater Primary
Sample taken at 122-152 cm bgs
Deeper Groundwater Primary Sample taken at 214 – 244 cm bgs
Outlet
Underdrain Secondary
Sample taken at HCM
Overflow
Surface
Secondary
Sample taken at MPL

Laboratory Methods
Standard methods of laboratory analyses are listed in Table 7. When a sample was below
detection limit, the detection limit was used for statistical analyses. When a sample was
too numerous to count, the highest detected limit was used for statistical analyses. One of
the protocols for QA/QC is to run blank samples with the current samples for each
method to ensure that the equipment is working and operator error is low. Additionally,
ten percent (10%) of the samples were randomly chosen for duplicate analyses and tested
for similarity of results.
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Table 7. Laboratory Methods and Detection Limits for Parameters Measured in Water
Samples taken from Bioretention Cells in Georgetown and Horry Counties, South
Carolina (Eaton et al., 2005, unless otherwise cited).
Parameter

Method

Nitrogen, Nitrate-Nitrate
Phosphorus, All forms
Nitrogen, Ammonia
Non-Purgeable Organic
Carbon
Dissolved Nitrogen

EPA Method 353.2
EPA Method 365.3
EPA Method 350.2

Detection Limits and
Units
20 ppb
10 ppb
40 ppb

EPA Method 524.3

0.65 mg/L

EPA Method 351.2
Standard Methods 2540
A, D
Standard Methods 2540
A, E

40 ppb

ISO 9308-2:2012

1 MPN/100mL

ASTM D5245-92(2012)

N/A

EPA Method 150.1
EPA Method 120.1

1-14
0-2,000 μS/cm

Total Suspended Solids
Volatile Suspended Solids
Total Coliforms /E.coli
Bacteria
Glassware/Plasticware
Cleaning
pH
Conductivity

N/A
N/A

Statistical Methods
Statistical methods differed when looking at a BRC individually versus making a
comparison between BRCs. Three methods were used to determine the efficiencies of
the individual BRCs. The first is a common method used in the industry: a ratio shown in
Equation 12 involving the initial and final concentrations per sampling event. The
percent efficiencies calculated were found to not be normal using the Shapiro-Wilks test
for normality. Correlations of the percent efficiency of the BRCs against water table
(WT) and soil moisture (SM) were conducted using the Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient (Equation 13) in the program Systat. A 95% confidence interval was
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determined using a bootstrapping methodology to determine significance in lieu of a pvalue.

𝑬𝒇𝒇𝒊𝒄𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒚 =

𝝆=

𝑰𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒂𝒍 𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏−𝑭𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏
𝑰𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒂𝒍 𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏

𝒙 𝟏𝟎𝟎

∑𝒊(𝒙𝒊 −𝒙)(𝒚𝒊 −𝒚)

(12)

(13)

√∑𝒊(𝒙𝒊 −𝒙)𝟐 ∑𝒊(𝒚𝒊 −𝒚)𝟐

Where ρ = Spearman rank correlation coefficient,
xi = individual value of x,
= average value of x,
yi = individual value of y, and
= average value of y.

The second statistical method that was used in this study was proposed by Barrett (2005)
and involved using a linear regression model (Equation 14) with a 90% confidence
interval (Equation 15) to predict effluent concentrations. In this method, the slope of the
regression line is an approximation of the effluent concentration from the influent
concentration and the estimated removal can be calculated by 1-slope.

𝑪𝒆𝒇𝒇 = 𝒂𝑪𝒊𝒏𝒇 + 𝒃

(14)

Where Ceff = the predicted effluent concentration (ppb),
Cinf = influent concentration (ppb),
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a = slope of the regression line, and
b = y intercept.

𝟏

̅)𝟐
(𝒙−𝒙
𝟐
𝒊=𝟏(𝒙𝒊 −𝒙)

𝒕𝟎.𝟎𝟓 𝒔√𝒏 + ∑𝒏

(15)

Where t0.05 = value of the t-statistic for the appropriate degrees of freedom (n-2),
s = standard error of the regression,
n = number of paired data points, and
x = value for which the confidence interval is calculated.

The percentage of overlap between the confidence interval (CI) of the linear regression
model (LRM) and the standard error (SE) of the measured ambient concentrations
(BASE) was used to determine how well the linear regression model estimated ambient
concentrations. Equation 16 shows how the percentage overlap was calculated.

𝒎𝒊𝒏

−𝒎𝒂𝒙

𝑶𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒍𝒂𝒑 = (𝟏 − 𝒎𝒂𝒙𝑼𝑪𝑰,+𝑺𝑬 −𝒎𝒊𝒏𝑳𝑪𝑰,−𝑺𝑬 ) × 𝟏𝟎𝟎
𝑼𝑪𝑰,+𝑺𝑬

𝑳𝑪𝑰,−𝑺𝑬

(16)

Where minUCI, +SE = the minimum value between the upper CI of the LRM and positive
SE,
MaxLCI, -SE = the maximum value between the lower CI of the LRM and negative SE,
maxUCI, +SE = the maximum value between the upper CI of the LRM and positive SE,
minLCI, -SE = the minimum value between the lower CI of the LRM and positive SE.
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The third method is a similar approach to the liner regression model by Barrett (2005). A
multivariate linear regression model (Equation 17) was used to include externalities, such
as WT level and SM, in the system not included in Barrett’s method. Since the units of
the each parameter were different, the general row/column relativization (Equation 18)
was use to normalize the data between 0 and 1 (McCune and Grace, 2002). This method
was used to normalize the entire data set as well as site and zone specific data sets.

𝑬 = 𝒙𝟏 𝑰 + 𝒙𝟐 𝒎𝑾𝑻 + 𝒙𝟑 ∆𝑾𝑻 + 𝒙𝟒 𝒎𝑺𝑴 + 𝒙𝟓 ∆𝑺𝑴 + 𝑪

(17)

Where E = effluent,
mWT = daily minimum water table,
ΔWT = difference between daily minimum and maximum water table,
mSM = daily minimum soil moisture content,
ΔSM = difference between daily minimum and maximum soil moisture content,
x1…x5 = parameter coefficients, and
C = constant.

𝑬𝑵𝒐𝒓𝒎 =

𝒆𝒊 −𝑬𝒎𝒊𝒏

(18)

𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 −𝑬𝒎𝒊𝒏

Where ENorm = the normalized value,
ei = the value being normalized,
Emin = the minimum value for the data set, and
Emax = the maximum value for the data set.
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RESULTS
Variability Across Sites
The influent and effluent (sample pair) of the measured parameters across all five BRC
sites and representing the entire dataset of storm and baseflow samples were compared
using scatterplots and a 1:1 line that show no net transformation of nutrient concentration
when measured at the outlet. Nitrate concentrations (Figure 29) appeared show some
extent of removal in the shallow zone with 41 of 57 sample pairs below the 1:1 line.
BAR1 and BAR2 seemed to show the highest removal of nitrate with most effluent
concentrations being BDL, followed by MPL and HCM. Two influent and effluent pairs
of nitrate samples at MPL were BDL while the remaining 14 sample pairs (all from
CCU) appeared to show nitrate export from that BRC. Nitrate concentrations also
appeared to show the same number removal of sample pairs in the deep zone of the BRCs
as in the shallow zone (41 of the 57 sample pairs). BAR1 and BAR2 seemed to show the
highest removal with most effluent concentrations being BDL, followed by MPL and
HCM in the deep zone. One sample pair in the deep zone at MPL were BDL and 15
samples were above the 1:1 line (1 pair at BAR1 and 14 pairs at CCU). Effluent nitrate
samples were only obtained from the deeper zone at BAR1 and BAR2. Of the 25
samples from this deeper zone, 18 sample pairs plotted below the 1:1 line. One sample
pair from BAR1 was plotted on the 1:1 line (33 ppb) and six sample pairs were plotted
above the 1:1 line. The sample pairs from the deeper zone in BAR2 appeared to only
show removal.
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Effluent (ppb)

92
Influent (ppb)
Figure 29. Scatterplots showing the relationship of storm-based nitrate influent and effluent in parts per billion (ppb) in the
three zones of a typical bioretention cell (BRC): shallow, deep, and deeper zones. The line shown is a 1:1 relationship
denoting equal influent and effluent concentrations. Nutrient removal occurs when the data plot below the 1:1 line and export
when the data plot above the 1:1 line.

The influent ammonia concentration, shown in Figure 30, seemed to show removal for
the majority of the samples (30 of 56) at the BRC sites. BAR2 appeared to have the
lowest effluent concentrations, followed by BAR1, HCM, and MPL. Every sample pair
in the shallow zone at CCU had higher ammonia effluent concentrations than the influent.
The majority of the influent ammonia sample pairs decreased in concentration with depth
from the shallow zone to the deep zone (36 out of 56 samples pairs). BAR1, BAR2, and
CCU sample pairs showed removal of the influent concentration to near the lower
detection limit in the deep zone. The sample pairs at HCM seemed to export ammonia in
the deep zone the most (16 out of 20 samples that were above the 1:1 line). The sample
pairs in the deeper zone of BAR1 and BAR2 both showed removal of the influent
ammonia concentration to BDL.
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Effluent (ppb)

94
Influent (ppb)
Figure 30. Scatterplots showing the relationship of ammonia influent and effluent in parts per billion (ppb) in the bioretention
cell (BRC) three zones: shallow, deep, and deeper for each storm event. The line shown is a 1:1 relationship if the influent
equaled the effluent. Nutrient removal occurred when the data were below the 1:1 line and export occurred when the data were
above the line.

The total dissolved nitrogen (TDN) concentrations (Figure 31) seemed to be decrease
from the influent to the shallow zone (36 out of 56 samples were below the 1:1 line).
BAR1 and BAR2 appeared to have the most success at decreasing TDN. MPL appeared
to show removal, but not to the extent of BAR1 and BAR2. The 20 remaining samples
from the shallow zone were above the 1:1 line and from the CCU and HCM BRCs.
Thirty-one of 56 samples collected from the deep zone showed that the TDN
concentrations were less than the influent. The majority of these samples were from
BAR1, BAR2, and MPL. BAR1 and BAR2 and appeared to decrease the influent TDN
concentration better than MPL. CCU and HCM deep zone samples all showed TDN
export as well as one sample pair from BAR2. Only two samples pairs of 25 taken in the
deeper zone were above the 1:1 line. The remaining 23 sample pairs from the deeper
zone plotted below the 1:1 line.
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Effluent (ppb)
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Influent (ppb)
Figure 31. Scatterplots showing the relationship of total dissolved nitrogen influent and effluent in parts per billion (ppb) in
the bioretention cell (BRC) three zones: shallow, deep, and deeper for each storm event. The line shown is a 1:1 relationship if
the influent equaled the effluent. Nutrient removal occurred when the data were below the 1:1 line and export occurred when
the data were above the line.

Phosphate concentrations, shown in Figure 32, were low in general, with 19 of the 57
shallow zone sample pairs being on the 1:1 line. Thirty-one of the 57 shallow zone
sample pairs appeared to show removal. The remaining 7 sample pairs showed an
increase in phosphate concentration from the influent to the effluent at BAR1, BAR2, and
HCM (2, 3, and 2, respectively). More sample pairs were located on the 1:1 line in the
deep zone (21 out of 56) than in the shallow zone. Twenty-nine sample pairs showed
phosphate concentration removal in deep zone. The majority of the effluent samples
taken at the deeper zone (13 of 25) in BAR1 and BAR2 were the same concentration as
the influent: BDL. The 12 sample pairs located above and below the 1:1 line were an
even mix between the two sites (6 above: 3 for each site, 6 below: 3 for each site).
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Effluent (ppb)

98
Influent (ppb)
Figure 32. Scatterplots showing the relationship of phosphate influent and effluent in parts per billion (ppb) in the bioretention
cell (BRC) three zones: shallow, deep, and deeper for each storm event. The line shown is a 1:1 relationship if the influent
equaled the effluent. Nutrient removal occurred when the data were below the 1:1 line and export occurred when the data were
above the line.

Every BRC showed a higher concentration of non-purgeable organic carbon (NPOC) in
the effluent samples than in the influent samples. Forty-one of the 56 samples plotted
above the 1:1 line taken from the shallow zone (Figure 33). BAR2 showed the least
amount of increase, followed by BAR1, HCM, CCU, and MPL. Forty-two of the 56
samples taken from the deep zone had higher concentrations in the effluent than in the
influent.

Most of the 14 sample pairs that demonstrated nutrient removal were obtained

from BAR1, followed by BAR2 and CCU. HCM and MPL had no samples where
removal occurred in the deep zone. The samples taken from the deeper zone showed
possible removal in NPOC (16 of 25 samples). Both BAR1 and BAR2 showed a
decrease in concentration with the deeper zone effluent samples, but NPOC was removed
more frequently in BAR1 (10 of the 16 samples) than in BAR2.
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Effluent (mg/L)

100

Influent (mg/L)
Figure 33. Scatterplots showing the relationship of non-purgeable organic carbon (NPOC) influent and effluent in milligrams
per liter (mg/L) in the bioretention cell (BRC) three zones: shallow, deep, and deeper for each storm event. The line shown is
a 1:1 relationship if the influent equaled the effluent. Nutrient removal occurred when the data were below the 1:1 line and
export occurred when the data were above the line.

Effluent total coliform bacteria counts (Figure 34) showed removal across all sites in the
shallow zone (40 of 47 samples), the deep zone (46 of 48 samples), and in the deeper
zone (21 of 21 samples). BAR1 and BAR2 removed more total coliform bacteria than
the other sites. HCM, CCU, and MPL all had influent counts higher than the detection
limit (101120 MPN), but the effluent counts were within the detection limits and
therefore lends to a qualitative assessment of removal but not to a quantitative
assessment.
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Effluent (MPN)

102
Influent (MPN)
Figure 34. Scatterplots showing the relationship of total coliform bacteria influent and effluent in most probable number
(MPN) in the bioretention cell (BRC) three zones: shallow, deep, and deeper for each storm event. The line shown is a 1:1
relationship if the influent equaled the effluent. Bacteria removal occurred when the data were below the 1:1 line and export
occurred when the data were above the line.

Effluent E. coli bacteria counts decreased from the influent to the shallow zone effluent
in 27 of the 47 samples (Figure 35). Ten of the samples were on the 1:1 line where both
the influent and effluent were BDLs and were located at BAR1, BAR2, and CCU. The
remaining 10 samples showed an increase from influent to effluent and were mainly
located at CCU. The deep zone had more samples located below and on the 1:1 line (25
and 12, respectively, of 46 samples). The nine samples above the 1:1 line were located at
BAR1, CCU, and HCM (1, 6, and 2, respectively).
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Influent (MPN)
Figure 35. Scatterplots showing the relationship of E. coli bacteria influent and effluent in most probably number (MPN) in
the bioretention cell (BRC) three zones: shallow, deep, and deeper for each storm event. The line shown is a 1:1 relationship if
the influent equaled the effluent. E. coli bacteria removal occurred when the data were below the 1:1 line and export occurred
when the data were above the line.

Linear Regression Model (LRM)
The data indicated a wide range of nutrient and bacteria removal in the BRCs and their
respective zones. Table 8 shows the significant site-zones that were significant in the
linear regression. The figures for the LRM can be found in Appendix E. The percent
removal of nitrate 35-90% and TDN was 74-93%. The removal of ammonia ranged from
74% to >100%. A linear regression model used to explain the variation of influent and
effluent NPOC concentrations suggests a 37-73% removal in NPOC concentration,
although the zones in the MPL BRC had a 48% increase in NPOC concentration. The
percent removal of phosphate concentration ranged from 41%-80%, however with one
increase in concentration occurring at MPL (16%). The percent removal of total coliform
bacteria count was 62-99%. The percent removal of E. coli bacteria was 93% to >100%.
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Table 8. The bioretention cell (BRC) sites and zones of the linear regression model
(LRM) that were significant.
Site – Zone

Nutrient

BAR1 – Deeper
BAR2 – Shallow
BAR2 – Deep
MPL – Shallow
HCM – Shallow
HCM – Outlet
BAR2 – Shallow
BAR1 – Deep
BAR1 – Deeper
BAR2 – Deep
HCM – Deep
BAR2 – Shallow
BAR2 – Deeper
MPL – Overflow
CCU – Shallow
HCM – Shallow
MPL – Overflow

Nitrate
Nitrate
Nitrate
Nitrate
Nitrate
Nitrate
TDN
Phosphate
Phosphate
Phosphate
Phosphate
NPOC
NPOC
NPOC
NPOC
NPOC
TSS

Removal
(%)
34
86
97
90
90
58
88
54
41
42
91
72
36
33
60
>100
57

R2

p-value

0.67
0.92
0.53
0.88
0.57
0.50
0.37
0.68
0.68
0.33
0.42
0.39
0.55
0.64
0.51
0.40
0.79

< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
0.04
< 0.01
< 0.01
0.05
0.01
0.03
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
0.02
0.02

The ambient concentrations were estimated using a linear regression model (LRM) yintercept with 90% confidence interval (CI). The 90% CI was used to discriminate
among the performance of the difference zones, much like how Barrett (2005) used the
90% CI to distinguish performance among various BMPs when the R2 was not high.
These concentrations were compared to the observed mean ambient concentration and
associated standard error for samples collected as part of baseline measurements
collected during non-storm days. Figures of the LRM can be found in Appendix E. The
mean baseline nitrate concentration as predicted by one LRM (Table 9) for one site-zone
fell within the standard error of the observed concentrations, at seven site-zones the
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predicted baseline concentration was lower that the observed values, and at 4 site zones
the predicted baseline concentration was higher. The percentage of overlap of the CI and
SE ranged from 43% to 92%. There was one instance where no overlap occurred
(BAR1-Deep) and another instance where the overlap was 100% (MPL-Deep). The
instance where the overlap of CI and standard error was 100% occurred because the
observed baseline samples were BDL and were within the calculated CI from the LRM.
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Table 9. Measured baseline (BASE) nitrate concentrations, corresponding lower and upper range of standard error (std. err.),
linear regression model (LRM) y-intercept, and associated lower and upper confidence intervals (LCI, UCI), and percent
overlap at each site zone.
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Site

BASE
Average
(ppb)

BAR1 – Shallow
BAR1 – Deep
BAR1 – Deeper
BAR2 – Shallow
BAR2 – Deep
BAR2 - Deeper
MPL – Shallow
MPL – Deep
CCU – Shallow
CCU – Deep
HCM – Shallow
HCM – Deep

31.00
57.58
143.50
34.33
27.75
33.50
23.13
20.00
1028.67
1063.25
103.67
40.25

BASE
Lower
std. err.
(ppb)
28.48
40.59
106.16
28.97
24.88
20.00
20.00
20.00
766.04
857.04
53.00
26.96

BASE
Upper
std. err.
(ppb)
33.52
74.58
180.84
39.70
30.62
47.00
26.25
20.00
1291.29
1269.46
154.33
53.54

LRM
y-intercept
(ppb)

LRM LCI at
x=0 (ppb)

LRM UCI at
x=0 (ppb)

Percent
Overlap (%)

18.60
96.50
23.70
12.70
20.20
29.53
14.82
29.25
1184.30
1363.30
25.58
16.46

5.73
90.89
-111.53
-41.95
8.75
27.11
-24.58
9.72
894.57
1137.90
-28.98
-1.96

31.47
102.10
158.93
67.35
31.66
31.94
54.21
48.78
1474.03
1588.70
80.13
34.88

89.24
No Overlap
81.95
90.18
74.95
82.11
92.07
100.00
43.96
82.02
85.20
85.73

The LRM shown in Table 10 estimated the ambient ammonia concentration within the
standard error at six site zones, lower in four, and higher in two. The percentage of
overlap of the CI and standard error ranged from 37% to 92% with four instances where
no overlap occurred. In the four instances of no overlap between the CI and standard
error, the standard error estimated from the standard error was higher than the CI
estimated by the LRM.
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Table 10. Measured ambient (BASE) nitrate concentration, corresponding lower and upper range of standard error (std. err.),
linear regression model (LRM) y-intercept, corresponding lower and upper confidence intervals (LCI, UCI), and percent
overlap at each site zone.
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Site

BASE
Average
(ppb)

BAR1 – Shallow
BAR1 – Deep
BAR1 – Deeper
BAR2 – Shallow
BAR2 – Deep
BAR2 – Deeper
MPL – Shallow
MPL – Deep
CCU – Shallow
CCU – Deep
HCM – Shallow
HCM – Deep

68.50
59.25
71.50
55.00
57.00
54.25
1315.75
533.40
75.67
646.50
1308.00
648.25

BASE
Lower
std. err.
(ppb)
52.33
51.05
56.79
47.36
50.68
43.62
884.67
362.59
53.94
87.34
1039.44
272.39

BASE
Upper
std. err.
(ppb)
84.67
67.45
86.21
62.64
63.32
64.88
1746.83
704.21
97.39
1205.66
1576.56
1024.11

LRM
y-intercept
(ppb)

LRM LCI at
x=0

LRM UCI at
x=0

Percent Overlap
(%)

54.81
48.37
45.35
51.29
51.98
52.89
1045.10
1246.60
107.62
59.75
192.13
779.79

49.88
43.82
42.48
46.41
48.42
46.20
368.08
925.65
64.04
49.00
-31.82
743.91

59.73
52.92
48.21
56.18
55.55
59.58
1722.12
1567.55
151.20
70.50
223.95
815.67

78.72
92.07
No Overlap
45.68
67.29
37.08
39.26
No Overlap
65.71
No Overlap
No Overlap
90.45

The TDN ambient concentrations estimated by the LRM (Table 11) were within the
standard error at four site zones, lower at 6 site zones, and higher at 2 site zones. The CI
and standard error overlapped at 8 of the 12 site zones, ranging from 56-97%. The four
site zones where the CI and standard error did not overlap, the standard error was higher
at BAR-Deeper and HCM-Deep and lower at CCU-Shallow and CCU-Deep than the
LRM’s CI.
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Table 11. Measured ambient (BASE) total dissolved nitrogen concentration, corresponding upper and lower range of standard
error (std. err.), linear regression model (LRM) y-intercept, corresponding lower and upper confidence intervals (LCI, UCI),
and percent overlap at each site zone.
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Site

BASE
Average
(ppb)

BAR1 – Shallow
BAR1 – Deep
BAR1 – Deeper
BAR2 – Shallow
BAR2 – Deep
BAR2 – Deeper
MPL – Shallow
MPL – Deep
CCU – Shallow
CCU – Deep
HCM – Shallow
HCM – Deep

151.40
205.01
275.93
108.92
176.35
166.99
2530.50
1157.22
1272.83
1125.60
2827.33
2300.25

BASE
Lower
std. err.
(ppb)
102.59
131.06
231.13
59.59
109.09
98.60
2294.60
918.22
1093.53
996.66
2375.38
1954.21

BASE
Upper
std. err.
(ppb)
200.21
278.96
320.72
158.24
243.61
235.37
2766.40
1396.22
1452.13
1254.54
3279.29
2646.29

LRM
y-intercept
(ppb)

LRM LCI at
x=0

LRM UCI at
x=0

Percent
Overlap (%)

56.12
201.51
116.28
63.85
124.86
86.46
57.08
1168.10
1518.90
1475.00
1991.50
969.09

-24.15
182.04
4.63
-0.65
117.52
35.45
-2330.98
35.87
1500.27
1436.30
1129.12
1870.94

136.38
220.98
227.93
128.35
132.20
137.46
2445.15
2300.33
1537.53
1513.70
1289.48
2112.06

84.94
73.67
No Overlap
56.73
89.09
80.56
97.05
78.89
No Overlap
No Overlap
No Overlap
79.64

The phosphate ambient concentrations (Table 12) estimated by the LRM were within the
standard error at two sites zones, lower at seven site zones, and higher at three site zones.
The CI and standard error overlapped at 9 of the 12 site zones, where two showed a 100%
overlap (measured ambient concentration and SE were the same). When the measured
ambient concentration and standard error were not the same, the overlap of CI and
standard error ranged from 53% to 94%.

The three site zones were the CI and standard

error did not overlap, the standard error was higher at BAR2-Shallow and lower at
BAR1-Shallow and CCU-Deep than the RLM’s CI.
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Table 12. Measured ambient (BASE) phosphate concentration, corresponding lower and upper range of standard error (std.
err.), linear regression model (LRM) y-intercept, corresponding lower and upper confidence intervals (LCI, UCI), and percent
overlap at each site zone.
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Site

BASE
Average
(ppb)

BAR1 – Shallow
BAR1 – Deep
BAR1 – Deeper
BAR2 – Shallow
BAR2 – Deep
BAR2 – Deeper
MPL – Shallow
MPL – Deep
CCU – Shallow
CCU – Deep
HCM – Shallow
HCM – Deep

10.00
10.00
25.00
32.67
15.50
47.25
183.88
511.80
10.00
10.00
43.00
29.25

BASE
Lower
std. err.
(ppb)
10.00
10.00
10.00
19.37
10.00
10.00
70.36
218.24
10.00
10.00
10.00
15.18

BASE
Upper
std. err.
(ppb)
10.00
10.00
40.00
45.96
21.00
84.50
297.39
805.36
10.00
10.00
76.00
43.32

LRM
y-intercept
(ppb)

LRM LCI at
x=0

LRM UCI at
x=0

Percent
Overlap (%)

22.33
6.04
8.23
12.30
5.76
10.80
19.33
-754.10
19.83
23.32
29.73
9.89

22.00
-11.37
-14.07
8.02
-1.87
-0.52
-51.66
-1898.53
5.99
22.80
14.36
-4.43

22.67
23.45
30.53
16.57
13.40
22.11
90.31
390.33
33.66
23.85
45.11
24.21

No Overlap
100.00
62.04
No Overlap
85.14
85.75
94.28
93.64
100.00
No Overlap
53.41
81.10

The NPOC ambient concentrations, shown in Table 13, estimated by the LRM were
within the standard error at three site zones, lower at four site zones, and higher at seven
site zones. The CI and standard error overlapped at 7 of the 12 site zones, ranging from
53% to 78%. The standard error was lower than the CI for the five site zones where no
overlap occurred.
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Table 13. Measured ambient (BASE) non-purgeable organic carbon (NPOC) concentration, corresponding lower and upper
range of standard error (std. err.), linear regression model (LRM) y-intercept, corresponding lower and upper confidence
intervals (LCI, UCI), and percent overlap at each site zone.
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Site

BASE
Average
(mg/L)

BAR1 – Shallow
BAR1 – Deep
BAR1 – Deeper
BAR2 – Shallow
BAR2 – Deep
BAR2 – Deeper
MPL – Shallow
MPL – Deep
CCU – Shallow
CCU – Deep
HCM – Shallow
HCM – Deep

3.50
2.33
2.19
1.95
2.40
2.62
26.20
43.90
7.00
6.63
36.79
45.98

BASE
Lower
std. err.
(mg/L)
3.03
1.93
1.95
1.73
2.26
1.80
12.75
25.04
5.79
5.71
34.14
43.81

BASE
Upper
std. err.
(mg/L)
3.98
2.73
2.43
2.17
2.54
3.45
39.65
62.77
8.20
7.56
39.43
48.16

LRM
y-intercept
(mg/L)

LRM LCI at
x=0

LRM UCI at
x=0

Percent
Overlap (%)

16.01
9.95
8.85
1.65
2.76
1.21
3.49
37.91
5.65
7.50
35.93
92.58

10.53
5.59
5.81
0.76
2.68
-0.86
-30.46
-2.22
3.42
7.08
29.28
78.09

21.50
14.31
11.89
2.55
2.85
3.28
37.43
78.05
7.87
7.93
42.59
107.07

No Overlap
No Overlap
No Overlap
75.65
No Overlap
65.49
64.80
53.00
56.48
78.44
60.28
No Overlap

The total coliform bacteria counts estimated by the LRM were within the standard error
at two site zones, lower at one site zone, and higher at seven site zones (Table 14). The
LRM at the shallow and deep zones of MPL could not be determine due to the measured
effluent and influent concentrations being either too numerous to count or BDL. At the
remaining site zones, only four showed an overlap of the CI and standard error ranging
from 62% to 94%. The standard error was lower than the CI at the six site zones where
overlap did not occur.
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Table 14. The measured ambient (BASE) total coliform bacteria counts, corresponding lower and upper range of standard
error (std. err.), linear regression model (LRM) y-intercept, corresponding lower and upper confidence intervals (LCI, UCI),
and percent overlap at each site zone. N/A designates where a regression line could not be calculated.
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Site

BASE
(MPN)

BAR1 – Shallow
BAR1 – Deep
BAR1 – Deeper
BAR2 – Shallow
BAR2 – Deep
BAR2 – Deeper
MPL – Shallow
MPL – Deep
CCU – Shallow
CCU – Deep
HCM – Shallow
HCM – Deep

105.40
22.05
7.83
58.57
56.75
30.90
9349.58
17786.02
717.10
224.13
11724.70
2726.80

BASE
Lower std.
err.
(MPN)
46.35
5.58
2.90
7.79
12.60
10.15
3773.12
1478.57
534.70
91.33
4101.53
1114.92

BASE
Upper std. err.
(MPN)

LRM
y-intercept
(MPN)

LRM LCI at
x=0

LRM UCI
at x=0

Percent
Overlap
(%)

164.45
38.52
12.75
109.34
100.90
51.65
14926.03
34093.47
899.50
356.92
19347.87
4338.68

54480.40
116.75
56.18
102.91
36.31
1352.60
N/A
N/A
2589.20
-63.88
33525.00
33176.00

4427.35
115.32
-25.61
100.01
3.72
1258.55
N/A
N/A
2013.59
-867.08
23491.86
6518.56

6363.05
118.18
137.96
105.81
48.89
1446.65
N/A
N/A
3164.81
739.33
43558.14
59833.44

No Overlap
No Overlap
93.98
94.29
62.65
No Overlap
N/A
N/A
No Overlap
83.47
No Overlap
No Overlap

The E. coli bacteria counts estimated by the LRM (Table 15) were within the standard
error at four site zones, lower at one site zone, and higher at four site zones. The LRM
conducted at all three zones of BAR2 could not be determined due to the measured
effluent being BDL. Five of the remaining nine site zones showed overlap ranging from
53% to 98%. The four site zones where the CI and standard error overlap did not occur,
the standard error was lower than the CI at BAR1-Shallow, and both the shallow and
deep zones at CCU. The standard error was higher than the CI at the deeper zone at
BAR1.
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Table 15. The measured ambient (BASE) E. coli bacteria count, corresponding lower and upper range of standard error (std.
err.), linear regression model (LRM) y-intercept, corresponding lower and upper confidence intervals (LCI, UCI), and percent
overlap at each site zone. N/A designates where a regression line could not be calculated.
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Site

BASE
Average
(MPN)

BAR1 – Shallow
BAR1 – Deep
BAR1 – Deeper
BAR2 – Shallow
BAR2 – Deep
BAR2 – Deeper
MPL – Shallow
MPL – Deep
CCU – Shallow
CCU – Deep
HCM – Shallow
HCM – Deep

4.93
17.65
2.13
33.90
0.25
9.60
185.00
192.32
1.03
0.50
22.87
125.30

BASE
Lower
std. err.
(MPN)
2.16
0.00
0.32
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.32
0.25
0.00
0.21
2.02
0.00

BASE
Upper
std. err.
(MPN)
7.71
35.30
3.93
67.80
0.50
19.20
366.68
384.39
2.07
0.79
43.72
250.60

LRM
y-intercept
(MPN)

LRM LCI at
x=0

LRM UCI at
x=0

Percent
Overlap (%)

27.84
1.53
0.09
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
190.88
11.01
4.19
6.29
246.41
40.43

13.66
0.55
-0.06
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
105.37
8.12
3.85
4.25
-93.43
0.00

41.11
2.51
0.24
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
276.39
13.91
4.54
8.34
586.25
80.86

No Overlap
94.45
No Overlap
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
52.94
98.49
No Overlap
No Overlap
93.86
67.73

Multivariate Linear Regression Model (MLRM)
General Row Column Relativization for the Entire Data Set
The stepwise multivariate linear regression model (MLRM) that included the influent, the
minimum WT (mWT), the daily change in WT elevation (ΔWT), the minimum SM
(mSM), and the daily change in SM (ΔSM) varied across the monitored nutrients and
bacteria and by the three depth zones. Table 16 consists of the parameters that
significantly affected the nutrient and bacteria effluent concentration in as determined by
the MLRM. The concentration of influent significantly affected effluent concentration
for ammonia in the deep zone (p-value < 0.01), TDN in the shallow (p-value < 0.01) and
the deep zone (p-value < 0.01), phosphate in the deeper zone (p-value <0.01), and the E.
coli coliform count in the deep zone (p-value = 0.02). When the equation was broken
down without the WT or SM parameters, the influent was also found to influence the
concentration in the effluent for ammonia in the shallow zone (p-value <0.01), phosphate
in the deep zone (p-value < 0.01). When the equation only included the influent and SM
parameters, the influent was found to have a significant influence on the effluent
concentration in the shallow zone for nitrate (p-value < 0.01) and the phosphate (p-value
<0.01)
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Table 16. A listing of hydrologic parameters tested by a multivariate linear regression that were found to significantly
influence the effluent concentration of specific nutrients and bacteria for the entire data set.

Site
Shallow

NO3
+mSM,
+ΔSM

Deep

+ΔSM

Deeper

+mWT

Shallow
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Deep
Deeper
Shallow

+mWT,
+ΔWT
+mWT,
+ΔWT
-ΔWT
+I,
+ΔSM

Effluent = A*Influent + B*MinWT + C*DeltaWT + D*MinSM + E*DeltaSM + F
NH3
TDN
PO43NPOC
No Sig

+I

No Sig

No Sig

+I, -mWT,
+I, -mWT, +ΔWT,
No Sig
-ΔWT, -mSM, -ΔSM
-SM, -ΔSM
-mSM, -ΔSM
No Sig
+mWT
+I, +ΔWT, -mSM
No Sig
Effluent = A*Influent + B*MinWT + C*DeltaWT + D

FC

EC

-mWT

No Sig

No Sig

+I

No Sig

N/A

+I

+I, +ΔWT

Reg

No Sig

-mWT

-mWT

+I, -mWT

+I, +ΔWT

+I

No Sig

No Sig

+I

No Sig
+I

+mWT
+I
No Sig
Effluent = A*Influent + B*MinSM + C*DeltaSM + D
+I, +ΔSM

+I

-ΔSM

No Sig No Sig
-ΔSM

No Sig

+I, -mSM,
+I, -mSM, -ΔSM
+I
-mSM, -ΔSM
No Sig
+I
-ΔSM
Deeper No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
+I, +ΔSM
No Sig
No Sig No Sig
*Parameters are influent concentration (I), change in water table elevation (ΔWT), antecedent water table (mWT), daily
Deep

+ΔSM

change in soil moisture content (ΔSM), and antecedent soil moisture content (mSM). The positive (+) and negative (-) signs
indicate a positive or negative relationship. “No Sig” means not significant, “N/A” means not enough samples, “Reg” means
the MLRM was found to be significant but none of the parameters were significant.

When the equation included all five parameters, the minimum water table (mWT) was
found to have a significant influence on nitrate effluent concentrations in the deeper zone
(p-value < 0.01), ammonia in the deep zone (p-value = 0.05), TDN in the deep (p-value =
0.03) and deeper (p-value < 0.01) zones, and the total coliform count in the shallow zone
(p-value = 0.03). When the equation was broken down to include only the influent and
WT parameters, the mWT was also found to have a significant influence on the effluent
concentration for nitrate in the shallow (p-value < 0.01) and deep (p-value < 0.01) zones
and the E. coli coliform count in the shallow zone (p-value <0.01).

The ΔWT had a significant influence on the effluent concentration for TDN in the deep
zone (p-value = 0.04), phosphate in the deeper zone (p-value = 0.01), and NPOC in the
deep zone (p-value = 0.05) when all five parameters in the equation were evaluated.
When only WT parameters were selected as independent variables, ΔWT was also found
to influence the effluent concentrations for nitrate in the shallow (p-value < 0.01), deep
(p-value < 0.01), and the deeper (p-value < 0.01) zones, and TDN in the shallow zone (pvalue < 0.01).

The mSM was found to influence the effluent concentration for nitrate in the shallow
zone (p-value = 0.05), ammonia in the deep zone (p-value < 0.01), TDN in the deep zone
(p-value < 0.01), phosphate in the deeper zone (p-value = 0.05), and NPOC in the deep
zone (p-value < 0.01) for the multivariate equation that included all five parameters.
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When the equation was condensed to only the influent and SM parameters, the results
reinforced the original larger equation.

The ΔSM was found to influence the effluent concentration for nitrate in the shallow (pvalue < 0.01) and deep (p-value < 0.01) zones, ammonia in the deep zone (p-value <
0.01), TDN in the deep zone (p-value < 0.01), and NPOC in the deep zone (p-value <
0.01) when all five parameters in the original equation are included. When the equation
was condensed to only the influent and the SM parameters, the ΔSM influenced the
effluent concentration for TDN in the shallow zone (p-value = 0.03), phosphate in the
deeper zone (p-value = 0.02), NPOC in the shallow zone (p-value =0.02), and the total
coliform count in the shallow zone (p-value = 0.04).

General Row Column Relativization for Site-Specific Data Sets
Multivariate linear regression model was used for site-specific data since each BRC had
unique physical characteristics (Table 17). Influent concentrations were found to
significantly affect phosphate effluent in the deeper zone at BAR1 (p-value = 0.02),
NPOC in the shallow zone at HCM (p-value = 0.02), and the total coliform count in the
deep zone at HCM (p-value < 0.01) when all the independent variables were used. The
influent significantly affected nitrate effluent in the shallow zone at HCM (p-value <=
0.02) when the equation only included the WT or the SM parameters. When only the
influent and WT parameters were considered, the influent had a significant influence on
the effluent concentration for nitrate in the shallow zones of BAR2 (p-value < 0.01) and
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MPL (p-value = 0.01), phosphate in the deep zone of BAR1 (p-value < 0.01), NPOC for
the deep zone at HCM (p-value < 0.01), and the total coliform count in the shallow zone
at CCU (p-value = 0.01) and the deep zone at HCM (p-value < 0.01). When the
multivariate linear equation only included the influent and SM parameters, the influent
was found to significantly influence the effluent concentration for nitrate at BAR2 in the
deep (p-value < 0.01) and deeper (p-value < 0.01) zones, NPOC in the shallow zone of
CCU (p-value = 0.01), and the total coliform count in the deep zone at BAR1 (p-value =
0.05).
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Table 17. A listing of hydrologic parameters tested by a multivariate linear regression that were found to significantly
influence the effluent concentration of specific nutrients and bacteria for site-specific data.
Effluent = A*Influent + B*MinWT + C*DeltaWT + D*MinSM + E*DeltaSM + F
NO3
NH3
TDN
PO43NPOC
FC
EC
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
+I
No Sig
N/A
N/A
No Sig -mSM, -ΔSM
No Sig
No Sig
-I
-mWT, -ΔWT
No Sig
-I
HCM – Deep
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
Reg
No Sig
-mWT
Effluent = A*Influent + B*MinWT + C*DeltaWT + D
BAR1 – Deep
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
+I
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
BAR2 –Shallow
+I
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
MPL – Shallow
+I
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
CCU - Shallow No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
-I
No Sig
CCU – Deep
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
-mWT, -ΔWT
No Sig
HCM – Shallow
+I
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
-I
-mWT, -ΔWT
No Sig
HCM - Deep
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
-I, +mWT
-I, -ΔWT
No Sig
Effluent = A*Influent + B*MinSM + C*DeltaSM + D
BAR1 – Deep
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
+I
N/A
BAR1 – Deeper
Reg
No Sig
Reg
No Sig
No Sig
Reg
No Sig
CCU – Shallow No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
+I
No Sig
No Sig
HCM – Shallow
+I
-mSM, -ΔSM
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
HCM – Deep
Reg
No Sig
No Sig
No Sig
-mSM
No Sig
No Sig
*Parameters: influent concentration (I), change in water table elevation (ΔWT), antecedent water table (mWT), daily change in
Site
BAR1 – Deeper
HCM – Shallow
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soil moisture content (ΔSM), antecedent soil moisture content (mSM). + and - signs indicate relationship. “No Sig” means
not significant, “N/A” means not enough samples, “Reg” means MLRM was found as significant but not the parameters.

The mWT was found to influence the effluent total coliform count at HCM in the shallow
(p-value < 0.01) and the deep (p-value < 0.01) zones when all parameters were used in
the MLRM. When the equation only included the influent and WT parameters, the mWT
was also found to significantly influence the effluent concentration of NPOC in the deep
zone at HCM (p-value < 0.01) and the total coliform count at CCU in the deep zone (pvalue = 0.01). No significance was found between the mWT and the remaining nutrients,
E. coli bacteria, and site zones.

The ΔWT was found to only significantly influence the effluent total coliform count in
the shallow zone at HCM (p-value = 0.02). When the multivariate equation only
incorporated the influent and the WT parameters, the ΔWT was found to also
significantly influence the effluence total coliform count in the deep zone at CCU (pvalue = 0.01) and HCM (p-value < 0.01). No significance was found between the ΔWT
and the remaining nutrients, E. coli bacteria, and site zones.

The mSM was found to significantly influence the effluent concentration of ammonia in
the shallow zone of HCM (p-value < 0.01). When only the influent and the SM
parameters were used in the multivariate equation, the mSM was found to significantly
influence the effluent concentration for nitrate in the deep zone at BAR2 (p-value = 0.04)
and NPOC in the deep zone of HCM (p-value = 0.03). No significance was found
between the mSM and the remaining nutrients, bacteria, and site zones.
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The ΔSM was found to significantly influence the effluent ammonia concentration in the
shallow zone of HCM (p-value = 0.01). When only the influent and the SM parameters
were used in the multivariate equation, the ΔSM was found to significantly influence the
effluent concentration in the deeper zone of BAR2 for nitrate (p-value = 0.02) and
ammonia (p-value < 0.01). No significance was found between the ΔSM and the
remaining nutrients, E. coli bacteria, and site zones.

Variations between Similar Sites: BAR1 and BAR2
The BRC sites BAR1 and BAR2 have the same soil parent material and runoff source
(rooftop), however nutrient and bacteria concentrations varied between the two sites. The
difference in elevation (BAR1’s bowl depression being located 30 cm below BAR2’s
bowl depression) and the volume of water possibly played a role in the variations. The
influent at BAR2 had significantly higher concentrations for each nutrient and bacteria
with the exception of NPOC, where the concentration was higher at BAR1 (Table 18).
The samples taken in the BRC’s shallow (Table 19) and deep zones (Table 20) were
significantly higher in nutrient concentration in BAR2 than BAR2 for each of the
nutrients monitored. The samples taken in the BRCs’ deeper zone (Table 21) had
concentrations that were significantly higher in BAR1 for nitrate and ammonia than in
BAR2. The deeper zone samples for BAR2 had significantly higher concentrations for all
other nutrients and bacteria monitored with the exception of E. coli bacteria where both
BRCs had concentrations below the detection limit.
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Table 18. The t-tests assuming equal (and unequal when appropriate) variances results
for influent concentrations for the two bioretention cell sites (BRC) located BAR1 and
BAR2 in Georgetown, South Carolina.

Nitrate
Ammonia
Total Dissolved
Nitrogen
Phosphate
Non-purgeable
Organic Carbon
Total Coliform
E. coli
Coliform

Greater
Concentration
BAR2
BAR2

t-critical

t-statistic

p-value

1.69
1.69

-0.60
-0.98

0.28
0.17

BAR2

1.70

-1.54

0.07

BAR2

1.71

-0.63

0.27

BAR1

1.74

1.98

0.03

BAR2

1.70

0.30

0.38

BAR2

1.76

-1.08

0.15

Table 19. The t-tests assuming equal (and unequal when appropriate) variances results
for shallow zone concentrations for the two bioretention cell sites (BRC) located BAR1
and BAR2 in Georgetown, South Carolina.

Nitrate
Ammonia
Total Dissolved
Nitrogen
Phosphate
Non-purgeable
Organic Carbon
Total Coliform
E. coli
Coliform

Greater
Concentration
BAR2
BAR2

t-critical

t-statistic

p-value

1.77
1.72

-1.35
0.17

0.10
0.43

BAR2

1.72

-0.02

0.49

BAR2

1.72

0.90

0.19

BAR2

1.83

1.52

0.08

BAR2

1.89

1.71

0.07

BAR2

1.74

1.14

0.14
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Table 20. The t-tests assuming equal (and unequal when appropriate) variances results
for deep zone concentrations for the two bioretention cell sites (BRC) located BAR1 and
BAR2 in Georgetown, South Carolina.

Nitrate
Ammonia
Total Dissolved
Nitrogen
Phosphate
Non-purgeable
Organic Carbon
Total Coliform
E. coli
Coliform

Greater
Concentration
BAR2
BAR2

t-critical

t-statistic

p-value

1.80
1.71

1.69
-0.85

0.06
0.20

BAR2

1.73

1.32

0.10

BAR2

1.74

1.13

0.14

BAR2

1.78

1.41

0.09

BAR2

1.78

1.24

0.12

BAR2

1.73

0.95

0.18

Table 21. The t-tests assuming equal (and unequal when appropriate) variances results
for deeper zone concentrations for the two bioretention cell sites (BRC) located BAR1
and BAR2 in Georgetown, South Carolina.

Nitrate
Ammonia
Total Dissolved
Nitrogen
Phosphate
Non-purgeable
Organic
Carbon
Total Coliform
E. coli
Coliform

Greater
Concentration
BAR1
BAR2

t-critical

t-statistic

p-value

1.77
1.71

3.33
-0.93

< 0.01
0.18

BAR1

1.71

1.82

0.04

BAR2

1.71

0.40

0.35

BAR2

1.78

1.30

0.11

BAR2

1.83

-0.90

0.20

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Deer Deterrent at HCM
The Horry County Stormwater Management treated the HCM BRC in April 2012 with a
deer deterrent comprising of 2% water soluble N, 3% water insoluble N from biosolids,
2% available P, 1.2% Ca, 4% Fe, and 1% Max Cl and wore off during the following
dormant season. A t-test was used to determine if there was a difference between total
coliforms, E. coli coliforms, nitrates, ammonia, TDN, and phosphate that were collected
from the (what samples were these, from the underdrain, from the a particular zone,
during storm events, or baseline samples) before and after the deer deterrent wore off –
where we assumed that the deer deterrent wore of 1 year after its application in April
2012. Mean concentrations of the samples were significantly different between the two
periods in terms of E.coli coliforms counts (F-statistic = 6.7, p-value = 0.02) and
ammonia (F-statistic = 4.79, p-value = 0.04). Another t-test with unequal variances was
used to determine if the counts and concentrations were higher before the deer deterrent
wore off, however, both the E.coli coliform count (t-statistic = -1.83, p-value > 0.05) and
ammonia concentration (t-statistic = -1.77, p-value > 0.05) was not significantly higher
before the deer deterrent wore off than after.

Variations in Secondary Pathways
The two secondary pathways for influent stormwater to leave a BRC in this study are an
emergency overflow in MPL and an underdrain outlet in HCM. Table 22 has the mean
and standard error of concentration of the secondary path samples. A comparison
between the influent and mean concentrations of samples from the secondary pathway at
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MPL suggested that nitrate, TDN phosphate, NPOC, total coliform bacteria, E. coli
bacteria, TSS, and VSS were statistically not different (all p-values > 0.05). However,
they were statistically different for ammonia (t-statistic = 2.78, p-value < 0.01) with the
outflow mean concentration about 74% lower than the mean influent concentration at that
BRC. A comparison of the influent and the mean concentrations of samples obtained
from the secondary pathway at HCM suggest that ammonia, TDN, TSS, and VSS were
statistically not different (all p-values > 0.05). However, they were significantly different
for nitrate (t-statistic = 3.47, p-value < 0.01), phosphate (t-statistic = 2.69, p-value <
0.01), NPOC (t-statistic = -2.945, p-value < 0.01), total coliform bacteria (t-statistic =
4.27, p-value < 0.01), and E. coli coliforms (t-statistic = 2.20, p-value =0.02). The mean
concentration from the influent through the underdrain outlet were removed by 63% for
nitrate, 92% for phosphate, 26% for NPOC, 70% for total coliform bacteria, and 94% for
E. coli bacteria.
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Table 22. The average ( ), standard errors (SE), number of samples (N) and percent removal (PR) of the monitored nutrients
and bacteria for the secondary pathways of Morse Park Landing (MPL) and Horry County Municipal Building (HCM) located
in Georgetown and Horry Counties, respectively.
Morse Park Landing (MPL)
Inlet

Horry County Municipal (HCM)

Emergency Overflow

Inlet

Underdrain Outlet

PR
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NO3(ppb)
NH4
(ppb)
TDN
(ppb)
PO43(ppb)
NPOC
(mg/L)
Total Coliform
(MPN)
E. coli Bacteria
(MPN)
TSS
(mg/L)
VSS
(mg/L)

SE

N

SE

N

391

113

16

447

121

11

-15

1327

344

16

342

84

11

2667

443

16

1834

289

600

98

16

516

20

3

16

92695

8425

8501

PR
SE

N

SE

N

399

37

30

146

63

11

63

74

326

100

30

272

61

11

17

11

31

1360

242

27

1016

87

11

25

151

11

14

363

120

29

30

6

10

92

19

3

11

5

18

1

27

22

1

11

26

12

80899

20221

5

13

90639

4603

26

26852

14197

9

70

5545

12

4261

1446

5

50

11499

4883

27

693

596

8

94

223

84

14

83

59

7

63

148

61

30

285

135

11

-92

69

22

14

31

21

7

55

60

25

30

80

35

11

-33

Average Geochemistry
Conductivity and pH, shown in Table 23, was generally lower in conductivity in the
storm event effluent samples than during the ambient sampling during dry days. The
average of the storm events samples at BAR2 in the deep and deeper zones had a higher
conductivity than the ambient samples. The average of the storm event samples at BAR1
in the deep zone, MPL in the deep zone, CCU in the shallow zone, and HCM in the deep
zone had higher pH than in the ambient samples.
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Table 23. The conductivity and pH of each site and zone for the bioretention cells (BRCs) located in Georgetown and Horry
Counties, South Carolina.

Sample
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BAR1 – In
BAR1 – Shallow
BAR1 – Deep
BAR1 – Deeper
BAR2 – In
BAR2 – Shallow
BAR2 – Deep
BAR2 – Deeper
MPL – In
MPL – Shallow
MPL – Deep
CCU – In
CCU – Shallow
CCU – Deep
HCM – In
HCM – Shallow
HCM – Deep
HCM – Outlet

Number of
storm event
samples (n)
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
4
2
2
2

Mean Event
Conductivity
μS/sm
15.94
27.27
64.31
20.17
11.68
19.50
219.65
83.13
208.30
N/A
427.10
25.50
342.05
372.40
50.54
485.90
392.05
1314.70

Mean Storm
Event pH
5.36
6.09
5.61
5.54
5.12
5.17
5.43
4.74
6.62
N/A
7.75
6.97
7.22
7.20
6.83
6.78
7.26
7.20

Number of
Ambient
samples
N/A
1
1
1
N/A
1
1
1
N/A
2
2
N/A
2
2
N/A
1
1
N/A

Mean Ambient
Conductivity

Mean Ambient
pH

N/A
64.09
98.93
27.98
N/A
20.92
22.80
35.32
N/A
499.75
460.30
N/A
417.20
421.15
N/A
1025
2006
N/A

N/A
6.26
5.58
5.55
N/A
5.72
5.62
5.10
N/A
6.84
6.85
N/A
6.75
7.28
N/A
6.92
7.07
N/A

DISCUSSION
Variability Across Sites
The study sites showed removal overall to varying degrees with the exception of the BRC
at CCU where the effluent samples at CCU continuously had higher concentrations of
pollutants than in the influent samples. Two factors that possibly contribute to the export
of pollutants at CCU could be from age of the cell (8 years), clogging of the media, and
the lack of a depressional bowl. Very few studies have been conducted where age was a
factor in pollutant removal (Hunt et al., 2008; Yergeau and Obropta, 2013). Along with
other pollutants, we found the BRC at CCU exported E. coli and is not consistent with the
findings of a long-term laboratory study using media columns conducted by Zhang et al.
(2011) who showed an increase in the removal efficiency of E. coli in older media.

All of the BRC sites, with the exception of CCU showed removal of nitrate. The
different types of landscapes and location of the WT are possible factors in the nitrate
removal. Although the BRCs at BAR1 and BAR2 had one of the deepest WTs, the
nitrate concentration was decreased in the shallow and deep zones, where the sandy soils
had more void spaces between the particle sizes and possibly more aerobic conditions
that are typically not conducive to denitrification. The high infiltration rate in the sandy
soil probably transported the nitrate in the influent to the WT too quickly for
denitrification to occur in the shallow and deep zones. The BRCs at MPL and HCM had
better removal in the deep zone than in the shallow zones because of their respective WT
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locations. We presume based on evidence of nitrate removal that denitrification occurred
at these sites because the shallow WT at MPL kept the soil consistently moist and the
localized WT at HCM would remove all oxygen from the deep zone until the water was
transported via the underdrain system.

The BRCs had varying degrees of ammonia removal. BAR1 and BAR2 removed the
influent ammonia concentration the best in the shallow and deep zones possibly due to
the well-drained sandy soils that are more likely to have aerobic conditions for
nitrification to occur. HCM and MPL had instances where both removal and export
occurred. In these instances the WTs at the sites were very shallow (~20 cm below
ground surface) causing a lack of oxygen in the soil media for nitrification to occur.
CCU exported ammonia, which is probably due to clogging of the media that other forms
of nitrogen that were transformed into ammonia. Hatt et al (2005) found similar results in
a laboratory study testing clogged filter media for pollutant removal. The two wax
myrtles (Myrica cerifera L.) planted in the BRC might partly explain how the increase of
ammonia concentration. The root system of the wax myrtles have nitrogen fixing
bacteria that converts nitrogen gas into ammonia. Permar and Fisher (1983) studied the
effects of wax myrtles on the nitrogen cycle in Gainesville, Florida and found that the
upper 20 cm of soil underneath had substantially more nitrogen than areas with without
wax myrtle shrubs.
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The influent concentration of TDN was decreased in the shallow, deep, and deeper zones
of BAR1 and BAR2, zones that are characterized by sandy soils and deep-rooted
vegetation that are likely to sustain aerobic conditions. While removal occurred in the
sandy well drained upland soils, the concentration at MPL, CCU, and HCM had little
variation in concentration between the influent and effluent. These sites had conditions
(shallow and localized WTs and vegetation) that may have increased the components of
TDN possibly via nitrification and nitrogen fixation.

The influent concentration of phosphate generally decreased at all sites. This is probably
due to plant uptake and soil adsorption since the coastal area has low phosphorus levels
in general (<20 ppm) and are considered to be phosphorus-limited (NERRS, 2014).

The influent concentration of NPOC varied at each site where the least amount of NPOC
occurred at BAR1 and BAR2. The concentration increased at each site and in each zone.
The least amount occurred in the uplands (both well and poorly drained) while more
occurred in the tidally influenced BRC (MPL) and the floodplain BRC (HCM). The
higher NPOC concentration at MPL could be from carbon binding to the organic matter
located in tidal marsh and entering the cell during the semi-diurnal high tides. The
exporting of NPOC at HCM and CCU are probably due to the amount of degradation of
leaf litter.
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The total coliform count of the influent was generally beyond the detection limit of the
Idexx/Coilert-18 method that was used in the study. These instances typically occurred at
HCM, where the drainage area is much larger, was unshaded, had deer deterrent that
included biosolids application over half the study period, and different types of animal
waste (deer after the deterrent wore off, feral cats, various birds, and geese were
documented in the cell). CCU also had instances where the total coliform count was
beyond detection limits, and this was probably due to birds perched on location of the
main stormwater source. Each cell decreased the influent total coliform bacteria count
when cells were initially drier (low initial SM content) and when the WT was deep.

E. coli bacteria counts were low in general with the only BRC cell showing export was
CCU. The remaining BRCs confirmed a study conducted by Hunt et al. (2008) in
Charlotte, NC where bioretention cells were found to significantly decrease E. coli
bacteria.

Linear Regression Model
Since the R2 values with p-values > 0.05 in the most of the figures (Appendix E) is low
like in Barrett’s study (2005), the 90% confidence interval was used to predict the
effluent concentrations and removal percentage to discriminate between BRCs. The data
indicated wide range of removal, including above 100% removal values. These estimates
were caused when the samples decreased to BDLs, which influences two characteristics
of the LRM equation: the percent removal and the y-intercept. The percentage of overlap
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between the standard error of the measure ambient concentrations and the 90%
confidence interval of the trend line was used to determine the effectiveness of the LRM
to predict the ambient concentrations with the y-intercept. The percentage of overlap
varied by site and depth, but in general the LRM predicted the ambient concentrations of
nitrate, TDN, and phosphate well in this study. Other studies, such as one conducted by
Chapman and Horner (2010), showed the effectiveness of LRM estimation of efficiency
also varied by pollutant.

Multivariate Linear Regression Model
The efficiency of BRC nutrient and bacteria removal in a coastal area cannot be
determined with only the consideration of influent and effluent. The hydrologic
influences of a shallow water and the soil moisture also need to be considered when
determining how well a BRC removes nutrients and bacteria. The landscape position,
location to the nearest surface body of water, and depth from the surface of the BRC
influences the nitrogen and phosphorus cycles and removal of NPOC, total coliform
bacteria, and E. coli bacteria. Much like in Maniquiz et al. (2010), the results showed the
most important factors that need to be considered when designing a BRC.

Regionally, the hydrology did not affect most of the nutrient and bacteria concentrations
in the shallow zone, with the exception of nitrate and total coliform bacteria. The
impacts of hydrology were more prevalent in the deep and deeper zones of the BRCs. A
study conducted by Malhi et al. (1990) found that the increasing SM content increases
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denitrification at different soil moisture potential (0, -33, 700, and 1500 kPa), therefore
contributing to better removal of nitrate. We found similar results when the SM content
for nitrate changed from a positive coefficient in the MLRM for the shallow zone to a
negative coefficient in the deep zone, and when the most significant parameter was
changed to the minimum WT in the deeper zone. The hydrology surrounding the BRCs
was not significant in the shallow zone when decreasing the ammonia and TDN
concentrations, but influenced removal in the deep zone. The MLRM supported the
hypothesis of nitrification occurring in the deep zone because the significant hydrologic
parameters for ammonia and TDN concentration removals were the minimum WT,
minimum SM, and ΔSM. Nitrification increased as the minimum WT was further from
the ground surface and the minimum SM content and ΔSM content was lower. The
MLRM model had no significant hydrologic parameters that predicted the effluent
concentration of phosphate. In studies (Hunt et al., 2006; Passeport et al., 2009),
phosphate removal was influenced more by media type than by hydrologic parameters.
NPOC concentration was found to decrease as ΔSM content increased in the shallow and
deep zones. The deep zone was also influenced by the minimum SM and ΔWT where a
lower concentration of effluent is predicted for drier conditions. The hydrologic
parameter the total coliform and E.coli effluent bacteria counts were affected by was the
minimum WT table.
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CONCLUSIONS

Five BRCs were monitored for forms of nitrogen (nitrate, ammonia, and TDN),
phosphate, NPOC, total coliform bacteria, and E. coli bacteria during storm events in
Georgetown and Horry Counties, South Carolina. Nutrient and bacteria monitoring was
designed to allow sample collection immediately after storms for influent and effluents at
different depths of the BRC.

The BRCs in coastal South Carolina were found to decrease most nutrients and bacteria,
with the exception of NPOC at most of the study sites. The sites had vastly different
landscape conditions by location (poorly drained uplands, well drained uplands tidal, and
floodplain), and hydrology, but still decreased nutrient and bacteria concentrations. The
study site (CCU) that seemed to export the measured nutrients and bacteria had two
characteristics that possibly contributed to the increase concentrations in the effluent:
older age and no depressional area.

The slope of the LRM model was able to predict the ambient concentration for nitrate,
TDN, and phosphate using the y-intercept of the linear equation. The slope of the trend
line was an indicator of removal, but would lose resolution when data would be below or
beyond detection limits. The LRM model also doesn’t take into account landscape
parameters affecting nutrient and bacteria removal such as the hydrology. The MLR
model was used to determine which aspects of the hydrology should be considered when
designing BRCs in coastal areas. Depending on the design goals aimed to decrease a
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specific nutrients and bacteria, factors should be taken into consideration such as the SM
content and/or the WT elevation.
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Five BRCs were monitored for hydrology (precipitation, WT, SM, and PET), forms of
nitrogen (nitrate, ammonia, and TDN), phosphate, NPOC, total coliform bacteria, and E.
coli bacteria during storm events in Georgetown and Horry Counties, South Carolina.
Nutrient and bacteria monitoring was designed to allow sample collection immediately
after storms for influent and at effluents at different depths of the BRC.

Bioretention Cell Hydrology
Based on our results, we found that precipitation was the driving component in the water
balance in a BRC. The precipitation had the greatest influence on WT and exfiltration
rates while SM in the system responded significantly to storm events (wet days). WT
elevations measured at the study BRC showed WTs that were both well connected to the
regional WT (BAR1, BAR2, and MPL) those that showed a more localized (CCU and
HCM) influence. WTs connection was driven by landscape position, soil types, land use,
and the rooting depth of surrounding vegetation.

Turc PET did not have a profound effect on the WT underneath the BRC systems.
However, Turc PET did have an effect on SM, especially at the surface of the BRCs. The
SM in the shallow zones seemed to have been affected by Turc PET when the BRC had a
local (CCU and HCM) or consistently deep (BAR1 and BAR2) WT. This suggests that
Turc PET has a significant effect on SM when the distance to the capillary fringe and WT
is greater.
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After careful analysis of the influences of each component of the water balance on the
WT and SM, it is found that hydraulic function of coastal BRCs is highly dependent on
landscape position, underlying stratigraphy and land cover of the associated watershed.

Bioretention Cell Water Quality
The BRCs in coastal South Carolina were found to decrease most nutrients and bacteria,
with the exception of NPOC at most of the study sites. The sites had vastly different
landscape conditions from location (poorly drained uplands, well drained uplands tidal,
and floodplain), and hydrology, but still decreased nutrient and bacteria concentrations.
The study site (CCU) that seemed to export the measured nutrients and bacteria had two
characteristics that possibly contributed to the increase concentrations in the effluent:
older age and no depressional area.

Linear Regression Model (LRM) and Multivariate Linear Regression Model
(MLRM)
The slope of the LRM model was able to predict the ambient concentration for nitrate,
TDN, and phosphate using the y-intercept of the linear equation. The slope of the trend
line was an indicator of removal, but would lose resolution when data would be below or
beyond detection limits. The LRM model also doesn’t take into account parameters
affecting nutrient and bacteria removal, such as the hydrology. The MLRM model was
used to determine which aspects of the hydrology should be considered when designing
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BRCs in coastal areas. Depending on the design goals aimed to decrease specific
constituents, factors should be taken into consideration such as the SM content and/or the
WT elevation.

Recommendations for Future Design of Bioretention Cells
Recommendations for future projects include adding more vegetation in the well-drained
uplands BRCs to decrease the high infiltration and promote more evapotranspiration,
increasing the surface area of the BRC without deepening the bowl in areas within 0.5 km
of surface waters to capture more stormwater runoff without the risk of overflow, have
vegetation that can withstand surges of salt water intrusion caused by tropical storms and
hurricanes, and maintain the depressional area of the BRC so it can hydraulically
function. In areas with localized WTs, the BRC should be designed with and underdrain
and forebay to prevent clogging of the media and promote faster infiltration.
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Appendix A: Photographs of the bioretention cell (BRC) study sites

Figure A-1. A photograph of the bioretention cell (BRC) BAR1 located at the Baruch
Institute of Coastal Ecology and Forest Science in Georgetown, Georgetown County,
South Carolina.
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Figure A-2. A photograph of the bioretention cell (BRC) BAR2 located at the Baruch
Institute of Coastal Ecology and Forest Science in Georgetown, Georgetown County,
South Carolina.
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Figure A-3. A photograph of the grassed swale leading to the bioretention cell (BRC)
MPL located at Morse Park Landing in Murrells Inlet, Georgetown County, South
Carolina.

Figure A-4. A photograph of the bioretention cell (BRC) MPL located at Morse Park
Landing in Murrells Inlet, Georgetown County, South Carolina.
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Figure A-5. A photograph of the bioretention cell (BRC) CCU located at Coastal
Carolina University in Conway, Horry County, South Carolina.

Figure A-6. A photograph of the bioretention cell (BRC) HCM located at the Horry
County Municipal Building in Conway, Horry County, South Carolina.
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Appendix B: Meteorological Data
Table B-1. The precipitation (P) and potential evapotranspiration (PET) totals per month
for each bioretention cell (BRC) location in coastal South Carolina for the span of a year.
Pan Evaporation testing was conducted by the SCDNR South Carolina State Climatology
Office.
BAR
P
PET
(mm) (mm)

MOR
P
PET
(mm) (mm)

CCU
P
PET
(mm) (mm)

HCM
P
PET
(mm) (mm)

*Au
g
266.3 72.0 190.2 72.0 81.0 68.1 81.0
2012
Sept
34.6 90.8 10.7 90.0 46.2 89.5 46.2
2012
Oct
64.6 54.1 27.7 48.2 24.9 52.9 24.9
2012
Nov
76.7 27.4 76.7 28.1 15.2 26.4 15.2
2012
Dec
136.5 22.7 54.9 23.8 75.7 23.8 75.7
2012
Jan
15.8 25.2 14.5 22.6 12.4 25.1 16.3
2013
Feb
140.5 26.8 82.0 27.1 66.3 23.2 66.3
2013
Mar
78.5 53.2 47.0 43.6 68.1 54.6 88.6
2013
Apr
202.4 85.9 148.1 85.6 152.7 85.7 159.8
2013
May
39.6 112.0 26.9 111.4 58.4 111.5 93.0
2013
June
182.7 108.3 118.6 103.3 260.1 107.4 206.5
2013
July
149.8 111.9 99.2 90.9 243.1 101.9 239.3
2013
Aug
138.0 95.2 26.0 95.3 47.5 104.4 130.3
2013
*Started on August 7, 2012
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Pan Evaporation (mm)
Barnwell,
SC

Columbia,
SC

71.5

150.1

117.1

89.5

155.4

97.3

52.9

114.3

50.8

26.3

83.1

44.7

22.8

62.2

28.4

24.6

77.0

42.4

26.1

56.4

39.9

56.1

133.9

62.7

86.6

134.1

94.2

112.4

180.6

143.8

108.0

179.6

102.6

112.1

149.1

94.0

104.9

128.8

110.5

Appendix C: Infiltration Testing Parameters and Results
Table C-1. The Green-Ampt Equation parameters collected from the Web Soil Survey
(Soil Survey Staff, 2012) and from Water Resources Engineering (Mays, 2005). The
parameters are the hydraulic conductivity (K) in cm/hr, the initial soil moisture content
(θi, unitless), the porosity (η, unitless), and the wetting front soil suction head (ψ) in cm.
From Web Soil Survey
(Soil Survey Staff, 2012)

Baruch Institute
Morse Park
Landing
Coastal
Carolina
University
Horry County
Municipal

From Water Resources
Engineering (Mays, 2005)

K (cm/hr)

θi (unitless)

η (unitless)

ψ (cm)

33.12

0.097

0.437

4.95

33.12

0.101

0.437

4.95

13.57

0.136

0.437

4.95

2.39

0.229

0.453

11.01
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Figure C-1. The infiltration curves of the parent material of the bioretention cells (BRCs)
located in Georgetown and Horry Counties, South Carolina using the Green-Ampt
Equation.
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Table C-2. The infiltration rates for the bioretention cells (BRCs) media located in
Georgetown and Horry Counties, South Carolina. They were determined in the field
using the dielectric soil moisture sensors using the time between peaks and the known
depth of the installed sensors.

Date and Time of Peak
Surface

Baruch Institute

Morse Park Landing

Coastal Carolina
University

Deep

Shallow Deep

4/12/13 16:50 4/12/13 17:30 4/12/13 18:10

137.16

91.44

4/15/13 1:55

4/15/13 4:35

4/15/13 11:00

34.29

9.50

4/19/13 21:25 4/19/13 22:15

4/20/13 3:35

109.73

11.43

4/12/13 5:15

4/12/13 6:00

4/12/13 8:55

121.92

20.90

4/15/13 4:25

4/15/13 6:15

4/15/13 10:35

49.88

14.07

4/19/13 21:05 4/19/13 23:15

4/20/13 2:10

42.20

20.90

5/6/13 4:20

5/6/13 8:10

5/6/13 20:50

23.85

4.81

5/7/13 8:55

5/7/13 12:00

5/7/13 16:15

29.66

14.34

5/13/13 20:50 5/14/13 11:40 5/14/13 23:10

6.16

5.30

4/12/13 6:35
Horry County
Municipal

Shallow

Rate (cm/hr)

4/12/13 7:15

4/12/13 9:15

137.16

30.48

4/19/13 20:30 4/19/13 22:25

4/20/13 4:45

47.71

9.63

4/29/13 3:15

4/29/13 10:40

16.63

31.81

4/29/13 8:45
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Appendix D: Particle Size Distribution
Table D-1. The particle sizes in μm for the d10, d50, and d90 at 30.5 cm depth increments
for the bioretention cells located in Georgetown and Horry Counties, South Carolina.

d10 (μm) Particle Sizes
Depth BAR1 and
(cm bgs)
BAR2

MPL

CCU

HCM

0

147.9

77.9

30.9

124.3

30.5

42.4

81.0

7.7

142.9

61.0

39.3

67.6

23.6

46.5

91.4

151.4

157.6

8.5

19.6

121.9

77.4

106.9

53.0

9.6

152.4

No sample

134.6

15.1

13.2*

d50 (μm) Particle Sizes
0

332.7

250.0

302.8

452.3

30.5

245.1

248.4

250.4

297.1

61.0

240.1

240.1

193.5

223.4

91.4

265.2

568.3

300.2

149.0

121.9

266.7

322.7

305.7

70.7

152.4

No sample

326.6

294.3

117.2*

d90 (μm) Particle Sizes
0

1022.9

678.0

869.1

1547.2

30.5

422.7

504.3

718.0

1074.5

61.0

443.7

487.4

497.6

428.2

91.4

462.3

1602.5 564.0

460.5

121.9

509.8

973.6

684.7

240.7

No sample 1301.1 668.3

325.8*

152.4
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Figure D-1. The particle size distribution in μm of the bioretention cells (BRCs) located in Georgetown and Horry Counties,
South Carolina. The data points are the d50 particle sizes and the error bars are the d10 and d90 particle sizes.

Appendix E: Linear Regression Model Figures
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Figure E-1. A linear regression of the nitrate (ppb) of effluent and the influent with 90% confidence intervals for each
bioretention cell (BRC), zones (shallow, deep, and deeper), and secondary pathway (emergency overflow and underdrain
outlet. The parallel lines are the average ambient concentrations and standard error found during dry days.
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Figure E-2. A linear regression of the ammonia (ppb) of effluent and the influent with 90% confidence intervals for each
bioretention cell (BRC), zones (shallow, deep, and deeper), and secondary pathway (emergency overflow and underdrain
outlet. The parallel lines are the average ambient concentrations and standard error found during dry days.
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Figure E-3. A linear regression of the total dissolved nitrogen (ppb) of effluent and the influent with 90% confidence intervals
for each bioretention cell (BRC), zones (shallow, deep, and deeper), and secondary pathway (emergency overflow and
underdrain outlet. The parallel lines are the average ambient concentrations and standard error found during dry days.
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Figure E-4. A linear regression of the phosphate (ppb) of effluent and the influent with 90% confidence intervals for each
bioretention cell (BRC), zones (shallow, deep, and deeper), and secondary pathway (emergency overflow and underdrain
outlet. The parallel lines are the average ambient concentrations and standard error found during dry days.
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Figure E-5. A linear regression of the non-purgeable organic carbon (NPOC, mg/L) of effluent and the influent with 90%
confidence intervals for each bioretention cell (BRC), zones (shallow, deep, and deeper), and secondary pathway (emergency
overflow and underdrain outlet. The parallel lines are the average ambient concentrations and standard error found during dry
days.
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Figure E-6. A linear regression of the total coliform bacteria count (MPN) of effluent and the influent with 90% confidence
intervals for each bioretention cell (BRC), zones (shallow, deep, and deeper), and secondary pathway (emergency overflow
and underdrain outlet. The parallel lines are the average ambient concentrations and standard error found during dry days.
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Figure E-7. A linear regression of the E. coli coliform count (MPN) of effluent and the influent with 90% confidence intervals
for each bioretention cell (BRC), zones (shallow, deep, and deeper), and secondary pathway (emergency overflow and
underdrain outlet. The parallel lines are the average ambient concentrations and standard error found during dry days

Figure E-8. A linear regression of the total suspended solids (TSS, mg/L) of effluent and
the influent with 90% confidence intervals for each bioretention cell (BRC), zones
(shallow, deep, and deeper), and secondary pathway (emergency overflow and
underdrain outlet. The parallel lines are the average ambient concentrations and standard
error found during dry days.

Figure E-9. A linear regression of the volatile suspended solids (VSS, mg/L) of effluent
and the influent with 90% confidence intervals for each bioretention cell (BRC), zones
(shallow, deep, and deeper), and secondary pathway (emergency overflow and
underdrain outlet. The parallel lines are the average ambient concentrations and standard
error found during dry days.
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